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PREFACE.

The very generous notices, in the Musical Press,

that followed the issue of the first edition of '' Notes

on Conductors and Conducting," and the fact that

the first thousand has been disposed of, has encour-

aged me to add a little matter omitted before and to

attach, as an appendix, the substance of an address

delivered at Birmingham.

In laying this before the musical enthusiasts,

whose number is ever increasing, I wish it to be dis-

tinctly understood that I have nothing to suggest o

conductors of established reputation, but address

myself to those only who are seeking information on

technical subject. If one of these should find any

help or satisfaction in the perusal of these pages,

then I shall bear with equanimity the smiles of the

ninety and nine who need no instruction.

T. R. C.



Notes on Conductors and

Conducting

ONE of the leading characteristics of our own time

is the tendency to co-operate in many things

that were formerly undertaken in a more personal or

individual manner. Thus in the commercial world

joint-stock undertakings are supplanting proprietary

businesses, and in music there is a greater tendency to

join numbers together for the study of the art ; whereas

in the Elizabethan age every gentleman was capable of

taking part in a glee or concerted chamber music, now

^very musical person is expected to be competent

to assist in a choir or play in an orchestra.

When Mendelssohn's Elijah was first performed in

the year 1846, a professional chorus was engaged. Now
^very town, nay nearly every village, can boast of a

choir of amateurs capable of performing the work!

Not only are there large choirs in every city (and

several in many of them), but the scattered choirs of the

Nonconformist churches all over the country have formed

themselves into local unions, under the guidance of

" The Nonconformist Choir Union," having its head-

quarters in London, and giving an annual concert on a

-Festival scale at the Crystal Palace. These choirs in

I
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their respective localities do a great deal of social as-

well as religious work, of great value.

The choirs of the Church of England have grouped

themselves, in their respective Diocesan jurisdictions,

into Festival choirs, to hold annual services in the

cathedrals, and to help one another in their church work.

Great meetings of Temperance Societies, Co-operative

Societies, and other bodies, are always graced by the

presence of bands of singers and players upon musical

instruments.

This is a statement of fact of great importance, but

behind it lies another with which this paper is intended

to deal, namely, that where there is a choir, be it that

of a village chapel, a cathedral, an amateur band of two

violins and a flute, or a full and admirable orchestra,

there is always a Conductor. There must therefore be

some thousands of aspiring musicians to whom a few

suggestions may be useful. Up to the present time

that necessary personage has been completely neglected

by all our teaching institutions.

I understand that at the Tonic Sol-Fa College a class

is formed in the summer term to study the " Art of

Conducting," but much more work in that direction

could be done.

Wagner wrote a book (" On Conducting "), and Berlioz

a chapter in his splendid work on " Instrumentation."

There is a book by Kling (in German). Carl Schroeder,

of Hamburg (Augener & Co.), has issued a small book
;

but none of these seem to meet the need of the many

Conductors who would profit by instruction.
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Some years ago I had the pleasure of Hstening to a

very lucid address given by Sir Joseph Barnby before

** The Choral Conductors' Alliance," a useful but short-

lived body (Sir Alexander Mackenzie occupying the

chair).

During the discussion that followed I took|occasion
1 •

"*

to lament the fact that conductmg was not taught, but

left entirely to the intuition of the individual, to grope

his way as he could. Sir Joseph Barnby agreed that^it

was so, and related that when he was Conductor at the

Royal Academy of Music, on one occasion he put a

student, one who was a *' born Conductor," possessing

the natural gifts needful, and since has become famous

as a composer, to conduct one of his own compositions
;

he (Sir Joseph) was " taken to task " by Sir George

Macfarren, the principal, and bidden " never to do such

a thing again !

"

The Daily Mail for March 30th, igoo, has the follow-

ing :—
" Neglected Conductors."

" It is curious how persistently the managers of our

musical nurseries overlook one of the most important

educational elements in the training of their charges.

The other day the R.C.M. held a concert conducted by

Sir Hubert Parry, in place of the indisposed Cambridge

professor. Yesterday the R.A.M. did the same thing

with Sir A. C. Mackenzie as chief. Never a chance for

the budding musician to conduct.

Now, it is quite possible that at one or other of these

institutions there is a youth capable of teaching his
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masters the art of conducting, yet his capabihty is

never tested in pubhc.

** All this must be changed if our system of musical

education is to be complete. Every student at the

R.A.M. and R.C.M. cannot hope to be principal or a

high professor, yet unless he occupy some such exalted

position it seems that he cannot exercise himself in one

of the most important branches of his art. A very

clever and promising * comedy ' overture was played

yesterday by the R.A.M. Surely Mr. should have

conducted his work personally. He and his comrades,

at this the most receptive period of their lives, must

certainly be allowed to seize such opportunities of con-

ducting in public as now are seized by their masters,

who in some cases certainly do not conduct better than

a gifted musician like Mr. presumably could

conduct.

" The evil is a real one, and its remedy both obvious

and easy."

I was very glad to read, only a few days ago, that at

the Royal College of Music, Professor Villiers Stanford

had allowed a student to do this, and had helped him

by advice and assistance : but that appeared to be so

exceptional a proceeding that it found its way into the

press, where I saw the announcement.

So far as I have been able to discover, the Royal

Military School of Music, at Kneller Hall, Hounslow,

is the only place where conducting is taught. There,

promising bandsmen are put to be trained as band-

masters, and it is very interesting to visit the pleasant
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grounds on a Thursday afternoon during the summer

months and see the large body of bandsmen, in many

different uniforms—EngHsh, Irish, Scotch, and some

swarthy-faced negroes with immense h'ps, from the

West Indies—playing to an admiring crowd of visitors.

There each work is conducted by a different student,

who has actual practise under the eye of his instructor.

Having sat under many batons during more than a

third of a century, I have observed many manners;

and having acted as honorary secretary of a very large

musical organization for some years, I could not fail to

discover that many who do their best to guide their

forces to an adequate rendering of the music in hand,

would be all the better equipped had they the advan-

tage of a broader experience, or some more definite

idea of what is expected from them—what to do and

what to avoid doing.

Possibly the best way of illustrating the subject will

be to mention various Conductors who are well known

and who cannot help giving the observer an object

lesson.

CONDUCTORS.

Samuel Pepys, the famous Diarist, made an entry in

the year 1661 about a woman "beating time to the

music," but the statement appears to me to be rather

vague.

The first authentic account that I can find of the use

of a Conductor's baton, instead of the leader's bow, ap-

peared in a newspaper notice of a Musical Festival,
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held in the year 1810 at Frankenhausen, and is quoted

in '* Louis Spohr's Autobiography "
:

—

Herr Spohr's leading with a roll of paper, without the least

noise and without the slightest contortion of countenance,
might be called a graceful leading—if that word were sufficient

lo express the precision and influence impressed by his move-
ments upon the whole mass, strange both to him and to itself.

To this happy talent m Herr Spohr I ascribe, in great part, the

excellence and precision—the imposing power, as well as the
soft blendmg of this numerous orchestra with the voices of the
singers— in the execution of The Creation.

The first use of the baton in London occurred at

a Philharmonic Concert given in 1820, when Spohr
says:

It was at that time still the custom there that when sym-
phonies and overtures were performed, the pianist had the
score before him, not exactly to conduct from it, but only to

read after and to play jn with the orchestra at pleasure ; which,
when it was heard, had a very bad effect. The real conductor
was the first vioHn, who gave the tempi, and now and then,
when the orchestra began to falter, gave the beat with the bow
of his violia. So numerous an orchestra, standing so far apart
from each other as that of the Philharmonic, could not possibly

go exactly together, and, in spite of the excellence of the indi-

vidual members, the ensemble was much wcrse than we are

accustomed to in Germany.

I then took my stand with the score at a separate music-desk
in front of the orchestra, drew my directing baton from
my coat pocket, and gave the signal to begin. Quite alarmed
at such a novel procedure, some of the directors would have
protested against it ; but when I besought them to grant me
at least one trial, they became pacified.

At the Music Exhibition held at the Crystal Palace

in 1901, a baton used by Spohr was in one of the glass

cases. It was a thick, stumpy stick of less than a foot

long rolled round with parchment. A very clumsy affair.
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Mendelssohn later on used the baton, and by degrees

it has become the recognised method of holding together

the scattered forces of a choir or orchestra.

One of the strangest Conductors that I ever saw was

a Chinaman. Sir William Siemens entertained the

members of the Society of Arts at an exhibition at

South Kensington. Amongst many other attractions

there was the Imperial Band from the Court at Pekin,

The musicians were gorgeously dressed in coloured

silks ; they played upon very strange-looking instru-

ments, and sang while they played.

Chinese music must always seem absurd to us

because its scale is entirely different from our own. It

is strictly mathematical, while ours is not. Theirs

•consists of twelve equal tones, six male and six female,

fixed at exact distances apart. The history of the

Chinese scale is a very interesting one, but cannot be

gone into here, suffice it now to say that it is a geo-

metrical one based upon scientific principles, while ours

is not ; our semitones being at irregular distances one

from another, so far as the number of vibrations goes.

It follows that their gamut strikes our ears as most

-erratic and more like the '' caterwauling " that one

hears when suddenly awakened in the small hours of

the night by the nocturnal courtship of the " harmless,

necessary cat."

Now these musicians played and sang very long epic

poems relating the history of some of their great ones,

while the Conductor, who stood all the time, kept strik-

ing a box at irregular intervals with a stick. Sometimes
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he would give several raps in succession, but each long

verse or period closed with a shower of taps.

The well-dressed and bejewelled crowd lost its sense

of decorum, and laughed aloud, whde some mischievous

wags kept bursting in with shouts of Encore. At last

the Chinamen seemed to realize that they were being

laughed at ; nevertheless they politely kept up the

entertainment, until at length, wearied out and dis-

appointed, these men, who were bright particular stars^

and shone in their high places about the Celestial Courts

gave up in despair and retired, thinking, doubtless, that

the British upper classes can be sometimes very rude

to what they do not understand.

My earliest recollection carries me back to the days

of the great Mons. Jullien. It was he who established

the popular Promenade Concerts. He was a shorty

stout man, with plenty of curly hair, an immense ex-

panse of shirt-front, gold chains and rings. What he

was as a Conductor I can only surmise from the immense

popularity which he achieved. His " Monstre Concerts
"^

were arranged on a scale of splendour hitherto unknown*

My memory recalls a very showy man reclining grace-

fully in a huge gold and crimson armchair in the middle

of his band, and facing the audience between each

number on the programme. He was what we should

now call "a character." His end was a very sad one.

Sir Michael Costa began his musical career (one of

the most successful on record) as a tenor vocalist, but

not being satisfied with his reception, turned his attention

to conducting.
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The Sacred Harmonic Society, under his baton,

became the most famous of our London musical

organizations. It was that body which carried out the

first Handel Festival, held at the Crystal Palace in

1857. The great orchestra built for the occasion was to

be only a temporary structure, but it still stands, and is

in constant use. Of the many thousands of persons

who occupy it from time to time, probably very few are

aware that they are sitting over a number of statues,

some of colossal size, which were covered in and cannot

be removed.

Costa had the way of commanding respect and

attention. His beat—the vital point with an amateur

choir or orchestra—was square and clear. No one

ever misunderstood his meaning. His singular cool-

ness and self-possession amused us when, one night, he

stood up in the midst of his great choir of ladies and

gentlemen at Exeter Hall, and taking from his pocket

a large dressing-comb, slowly and calmly combed his

hair. This was a small thing, but it showed character.

A man who would do that could face anything. He
was a masterful man, and commanded success.

Another incident will serve to show the kind of man

that he was.

One night, at the opera, a liveried servant came to

the door of the orchestra, near the conductor's desk,

and said that Mr. Arthur Sullivan, the organist, had

not arrived (the organ on the stage would be wanted in

a few minutes). Sir Michael, in a few short and hurried

words, told him to tell Mr. (a second violinist, who
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acted as deputy organist) to go to the instrument. The
servant, not catching the instructions, hesitated, but

dared not ask for a repetition. He went to another

door and muttered something about the organ. Mr.
,

liot having received any orders, did not leave his seat,

but realizing, with his neighbours, that a storm was

brewing, sat in increasing doubt and fear of the result.

The orchestra ceased playing, and, just as my friend

felt ready to sink through the floor, the organ sounded.

Costa sat still, but an expression began to creep over

his face that showed surprise : he knew that it was not

the violinist playing, but was much too proud to look

round ; he glanced out of the extreme corners of his eyes

to satisfy himself. It appeared that Mr. Sullivan had

arrived in the nick of time to save the situation.

Costa was much too grand and proud a man to see

that his orders were attended to ; he gave them, that

was enough; that they were carried out followed always

as a matter of course.

Sir Julius Benedict was a very good and successful

Conductor. I think it was in the year 1867 that he was

engaged to conduct a series of oratorio performances at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington, when the choir was most

unruly. For a performance of the Messiah, a crowd

gathered on the gallery overlooking the orchestra and

climbed over the railings. Some had music and some

had not ! It was simply a mob without any organisation

at all. Never had man so thankless a task, and he had

to resign his position and write to ths press disclaiming

any responsibility.
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On one occasion I was present at a rehearsal when

Elijah was to be performed by a " scratch " choir. It

went so badly that at last Benedict, in well chosen

words, and very broken English, said :
" Ladies and

gentlemen, I was present at the first production of this

work at Birmingham. We had no fewer than fifteen

rehearsals although it was a professional choir. I ask

you, how can you expect to do it with one ? I

appeal to those ladies and gentlemen who have never

sung in this work to kindly retire." It was so grace-

fully put that a large number did leave the room,

and the proceedings afterwards were much more

satisfactory.

Sir Joseph Barnby will live long in the memory of all

who had the pleasure of sitting under. him. The beauti-

ful bronze bust, with gold spectacles on, erected at the

Royal Albert Hall by the members of his great choir, is

a permanent testimony of regard.

As a Conductor his method was admirable; a firm,

square beat, few words, and those straight to the purpose.

His pithy instructions were often contained in one word.

"Short," "crisp," " bright," would convey to his forces

all that was needed at the moment. As a contrast I will

mention a rehearsal held recently, where the Conductor

stopped repeatedly and indulged in this kind of in-

struction : "That won't do at all"—/'^ws^—" Now
attention, please "—/a//S6'—"Now begin at the top of

page 50, first bar

—

pause—" You know where it is, don't

you? top of page 50, bar number one. Now, are you

ready ?'

—

rap—" Don't make a mistake this time—page
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50, first bar"

—

rap, rap,—"Now I shan't start till you

are quite ready." This sort of thing went on all the

evening, and not only killed time, but exhausted our

patience. How different the one word " page 50," and

then start at once !

If a Conductor allows his people to stop long enough

to resume the conversation entered upon when they had

a bar and a half rest a little way back, they of course go

on with it again, and it is some time before you

get properly under weigh. It is best not to have any

long pauses, but stop as short a time as possible and go

on at once.

Sir Joseph was always admirably clear and direct..

From obscure beginnings his powerful talents and

genial personality raised him to a foremost place. He
possessed in a pre-eminent degree that magnetic force,

without which a good Conductor is impossible—the

power to draw men to himself and to gain their

confidence.

Amongst the most successful Conductors was Sir

Arthur Sullivan. He was charged by some critics with,

coldness, but that was a mistake. He was very calm

and clear, and always conducted sitting—a posture not

more favourable for a Conductor than a singer ; but his

results were second to none for broadness. It is true

that he did not bother and tease as some do ; but

the Philharmonic Society's orchestra was never finer

than when under his control.

Constrasted with the quieter manner of Sir Arthur

Sullivan, was Herr Eduard Strauss, of Vienna^
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the great composer of dance music. He may be

described as the last of the " Leaders." During the

last few years the title " Principal " has been applied to

the leading violinist, but formerly, before the introduction

of the baton, the leader actually played either the harpsi-

chord or vioHn.

Eduard Strauss stood with his back to the band,

violin in one hand and bow in the other. In that

position he swung his arms and his body about with

great activity, but not in a way that would pull an

amateur choir through an oratorio. He was one of the

best Conductors of dance music.

As a vigorous Conductor, Hector Berlioz was con-

spicuous. On one occasion, at rehearsal, the harps

with their cases on were put together to enclose a small

space wherein he could change his shirt, the operation

being necessary in consequence of his intense exertions.

Again, as a contrast, see Mons. Glazounow, a native

of Russia : tall, massive, fair hair cut quite short, stolid

of countenance, he stands like a Grenadier, with his

heels together, and with broad sweep controls all before

him. There is only one other who has so greatly im-

pressed me with power.

Edvard Greig is a very interesting man, short, small

made, with very bushy head of flaxen hair, and heavy

fair moustaches, which he keeps smoothing down with

one hand while he bows in a nervous manner, as though

overwhelmed by applause. His method of conducting

is very peculiar : he has a wide beat, but the left hand

is brought more into use than I ever saw it before. At
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one time he holds his left hand straight out, palm down-

wards, at another straight up, at another he closes his

fist tightly and turned towards the performers ; again

closed, but the other way round. No doubt all these

and many more positions are signs of definite meaning

to those accustomed to him.

How great the contrast when one sees a well-known

Englishman who uses his left hand all through the con-

cert simply flopping up and down as though loose at the

wrist ! He has practically given up half his power.

The left hand should always be held in reserve to in-

dicate dynamic force and things other than tempo.

Great use is made of the left hand where controlled.

Mr. Henry J. Wood, of Queen's Hall fame, has risen

so rapidly in favour that he has been described by some

of his admirers as "The only English Conductor."

This is, of course, one of those pleasant exaggerations

beloved of the gushing, but he certainly does deserve

and has our very hearty praise alike for his great skill

and enormous industry. To look down a season's pro-

grammes fills one with amazement. As Goldsmith says

:

The wonder grew,

That one small head could carry all he knew.

There is one Conductor known all the world over as a

man who has probably done more for orchestral music

in England than any other living man, yet his choir has

never been so good as his orchestra for the reason that

it was so very difficult to understand his wishes. On

one memorable occasion Acts and Galatea was in re-

hearsal. The chorus " The Monster Polypheme " gave
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a great deal of trouble. The Conductor suddenly dis-

appeared, and after the lapse of a few minutes he came
upon the platform, his hair all up on end, chin on

breast, and arms folded, taking enormously long steps,

singing :

See—what—am—pie—strides—he—takes.

We now grasped his meaning and all went well. He
wanted the passage more staccato, and got it.

A Conductor must not only know what he wants, but

have the power of communicating his ideas.

Amongst our best modern Conductors may be men-

tioned Sir Hubert Parry (English), whose genial per-

sonality wins all comers to himself; Sir Villiers Stan-

ford (Irish), who has as great a future as his present is

brilliant; Sir Alexander Mackenzie (Scotch), the late

Conductor of the Philharmonic Society ; and Mr.

George Riseley.

Of Welsh Conductors, there are many in the Prin-

cipality, where vocal music is so largely cultivated that

every village has its choir, but the widest known was

the late Mr. Cadwallader Thomas, bandmaster of the

Coldstream Guards.

Amongst Conductors of large choral bodies Mr. E.

Minshall, Mr. L. C. Venables (whose admirable book

on "The Choral Society" (Ctirwen) gives much useful

information), and Dr. W. G. McNaught are well worthy

of observation for the valuable lessons they afford.

A very interesting Conductor that I lately came
across had a most curious way of addressing the band

in a whisper : with forefinger to lip and raised eyebrows,
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he gave his instructions in a tone of voice scarcely

audible. His polished politeness, together with a

quaintness not describable in words, was most un-

common. He would stop the band and whisper,

*' Beautiful—beautiful

—

don't play it like that !—but like

this " (imitating the bow with his baton).

The novelty of his style amused one, yet it had very

good points, while his perfect knowledge of the score

and of how to play the more difficult passages com-

manded our admiration.

The late Mons. Ch. Lamoiireux, of Paris, was beyond

doubt one of the finest Conductors of our time. When
he paid his first visit to London, he astonished us all by

his mastery over the forces at his command. His or-

chestra was organized on terms quite unknown in Eng-

land. Every performer was in his personal pay, and

nearly all of the instruments belonged to himself (not

the players). He kept a permanent staff, one member

of which was the " Luthier," whose business it was to

keep all the instruments in repair. It looked to us very

odd to see men in blue blouses come upon the orchestra

and polish and examine the instruments before the

bandsmen put in an appearance ; and a busy group of

helpers, also in blouses, clearing up the music and in-

struments when the concert had come to a conclusion.

Every detail seemed to be studied to produce effects

which only a Frenchman knows how to produce or

cares to obtain.

The tympani, which with us consist of three drums

made of copper, and getting blacker with every
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month of use until they are dull, unsightly objects,

were in this case four drums, played by two men,

each instrument having a shallow brass shell, and

brightly burnished. The three flutes were all silver, and

in other respects appearances were obviously studied.

His men all played exactly together "to order," as only

a race subject to conscription and military rule could

possibly do. The Frenchman is controlled by his

superior officer from the cradle up, and when he dies,

an official walks at the head of his funeral procession.

Hence it is that the ten double-bass players all used

instruments alike, with lion's-head scroll, and straight

bows all alike, and stopped the strings all of them in the

same position. You did not see some of his violinists

playing in the first and some in the third position

!

When the remarkable playing of this orchestra was

considered, it dawned upon us that here lay the secret.

Mons, Lamoureux had a vast human machine which

worked his will only. With Englishmen there is always

that indefinable quality known as individuality, but here

the individual skill as a performer was brought under

the complete control of the presiding genius.

At the last concert of the first series, an immense

laurel wreath, tied with ribbon of the French colours,

was handed up to the Conductor, who turned towards

his men and indicated that it was for them ; at a signal

they all rose together and bowed. This was another

novelty, and has since been tried in London, but the

difference between the two styles is very marked.

When the Englishmen rise, it is one at a time, and
c
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while some bow others turn towards their neighbours-

and smile at the absurdity (to them) of the thing.

I fear English boys are not taught to bow, and cannot

pick up the grace in after life.

Lamoureux's coming amongst us had good efiect in

stimulating our musicians, who now find that, with

attention to detail, we are not left behind, but can play

as well as any foreign band, when properly conducted..

Mons. Lamoureux had every string player into his

room before going on the platform, that his instrument

might be tuned to a large fork provided for the purpose.

Mr. Henry Wood immediately adopted the same method,,

and Mr. Arthur W. Payne, one of the keenest and most

painstaking of our Conductors, goes about amongst his

men in the band room, violin in hand, and personally

ascertains that the instruments are tuned to his

satisfaction.

I have devoted so much space to Mons. Lamoureux

because his permanent orchestra enabled him to institute

many practices which are impossible to us, who hear

mostly only *' scratch bands." I firmly believe that had

we the same advantages of organization, our own
results would be quite equal to any the world can

produce.

The following paragraph, relating an interview with

the famous Frenchman, is taken from the Daily Mail of

April 13, 1899:

"lam much in love with England and the English, and I

keenly regretted not being able to go to London last Novem-
ber," His fair interviewer then asked him what the cher maiUr
thought of EngUsh audiences and musicians. To which
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question he replied ihat our musical knowledge is infinitely

greater than could possibly be imagined ; in English society

are amateurs whose musical education leaves absolutely

nothing to be desired; the time has come to protest against

the false idea generally obtaining on the Continent, as to the

precise amount of art in the English temperament : the Queen's

Hall orchestra is of the highest possible order, and Mr. New-
roan a musician of the very highest merit.

M. Lamoureux ends his sentence with impressive eulogy :

"I do not doubt but that in ten years' time the English race

will produce some great musical genius who shall rank with

Shakespeare in literature; their musical education is so sure

and so complete "

" Grand merci," M. Lamoureux.

Professor Villiers Stanford, in a letter to the Times,

said

:

Our orchestras, singers, and composers, are all comparable

with the best that can be found in any country. There is

a wave of enthusiasm for the art which is gathering force year

by year, the like of which has not been seen in England

for three centuries.

The grandest Conductor that I have yet seen is,

beyond all doubt, Dr. Hans Richter. The first time

that I saw him he conducted a Beethoven symphony to

perfection without a score. It was a revelation to me to

see his perfect command and breadth of treatment.

There is no fuss or ostentation about him, and he

is simply worshipped by his band. There cannot be

two opinions upon the superb merit of this great man.

There has been a very strong effort made to get him to

settle in England, but the Emperor of Austria has

intervened, and has succeeded in keeping him at the

State Opera House in Vienna.

One small fact amongst others struck my fancy.
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When he was not conducting, instead of retiring to the

artist's room, with the grand ones, he took a chair

amongst his own men ; in fact, he identified himself

with them instead of being above them.

The magnetic force exerted by some Conductors

upon their bands was well illustrated when I visited, for

the first time, a place of public entertainment, where a

first-class permanent orchestra is maintained. I listened

with great attention to the perfect ensemble ; every part

was clean and bright ; 1 felt that nothing more could be

desired. Presently another Conductor stepped up to

the desk ; it was the deputy that had been conducting

so far.

The new comer was the Conductor-in-chief. Directly

he took the baton between the tips of his fingers and his

thumb in a light and easy fashion, the music became

more sparkling than ever ; the men all seemed to me to

get nearer to the front edge of their chairs. The band

before was perfect, now it had gained something

indefinable by the presence of this man. What was it ?

The only word likely to explain it is " charm "—a quality

possessed by few, but intensified by knowledge and con-

fidence in its use.

There are, of course, many other Conductors of repute

whom 1 could indicate as giving valuable object lessons

every time they appear in public, but it is obvious that

they cannot all be profitably named here. While many

have their faults, all have points of interest ; and should

one of these peruse this paper, I hope he will accept the

assurance that his name is omitted because his methods
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are both good and well known, or that I have not had

the advantage of seeing him conduct.

Without doubt Dr. F. H. Cowen is the "Emperor"

of English speaking conductors, and the reason why his

name was not mentioned in the first edition of ^this

little book was that I had not, at the time of issue,Jhad

the great advantage of seeing him conduct.

This confession should cover me with shame and

confusion, as he had been before the public, in that

capacity, for many years.

My chief excuse is that the musical world is now so

wide, and so many events are crammed into our lives

that I resolutely determined to write down only that

which had come into my own personal experience and

not trust to rumour and report.

A mere enumeration of Dr. Cowen's conducting

engagements at the present time will suffice to show

in what high esteem he stands. He is the conductor of

the Philharmonic Society of London, the Philharmonic

Society of Liverpool, the Glasgow Orchestral Concerts,

the Edinburgh Orchestral Concerts, and the Bradford

Choral Society, amongst others. Reams of verbal de-

scriptions (at least of mine) would not be so eloquent in

his praise as this list, incomplete as it is, of societies

whose elected chief he is.

He conducts all, or nearly all, of the classics without

a score, a great feat of memory and confidence ; but it

has its risks and should not be indulged in by, lesser

lights or disaster may follow.

May I be pardoned if I now point out some of the
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most noticeable defects of a few of our prominent

men ?

We have got amongst us some famous men belonging

to the last generation, and because they are famous we

not only bear with their faults, but some young Con-

ductors even would justify themselves in copying them !

One of the most glaring of these faults is stamping, or

marking the time with the foot. The steady tap, tap,

is a most unmusical and unjustifiable interruption. At

a recent suburban concert, where everything was well

managed, there was this addition of a drum part that hit

every beat in every bar. That is what it really amounts

to ! It is so easy to form a bad manner that young men

should guard against this one at all cost. At Kneller

Hall, while a band of two hundred and fifty to three

hundred soldiers play through a two hours' programme,

not one foot is seen to be moving ; the Conductor

gives the beat that all can see, and that is sufficient.

While speaking of soldiers, I may note a new de-

parture of importance. It has always been the practice

for the bandmaster to rap his desk at a change of sub-

ject- This is done to call attention. I have even seen

printed instructions on programmes as to how many

raps on the desk would signify a change. Now our best

military bandmasters have adopted a silent method,

by holding the baton upright and quite still for a space

of a bar or two. What the eye can and should see need

not be enforced by noise.

Conductors are not seen at their best during a public

performance. Then everything has to go in the best
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way that it can and there is no stopping to correct errors

or improve phrasing. Many unmusical people imagine

that the Conductor is more ornamental than useful, in

fact that feeling is so prevalent, that when Sir Michael

Costa tried to become a member of the Athenaeum Club,

the most exclusive club in London. His Grace the

Duke of objected, saying that he always understood

that the man who flourished a stick at the head of a

party of fiddlers was a mountebank ! Nevertheless Sir

Michael was elected.

To see a Conductor at work and to understand what

it ^is^[that he does it is necessary to attend rehearsals

under [his directions, to see him all nerves, stopping,

correcting, and inspiring his performers, then it will be

found that conducting is real hard work, if seriously

•undertaken, and that the conducting of an amateur

orchestra is infinitely more difficult and exhausting than

it is with a professional one. In the latter case all the

musicians are trained, more or less, whereas the

amateurs are more liable to play wrong notes or be

careless, or at least less exact than those who make

music their profession.

While some Conductors are lax in their methods,

•others work really hard to produce the best results and

-their efforts are scarcely recognized by the average

istener, who does not know what a great deal of trouble

has been taken to produce that which he is listening to.

I^glt is not easy to gain access to rehearsals unless one

sits in either a choir or a band ; therefore everyone who

aspires to conduct should qualify for a seat that he may
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see as many conductors at work as he possibly can and

make each one of them a study.

Some of our most eminent Conductors strongly object

to the presence of visitors at rehearsal as they do not

want to give away the knowledge that represents a life's

study, in fact one of our leading men keeps a sharp eye

upon all the doors and if one should be opened ever sO'

little, he at once stops and waits until the intrusive

head has been withdrawn.

A story is told of Anton Rubinstein. When he was

Conductor at the Impeirial Opera House at St. Peters-

burgh, some ladies of the Imperial family expressed a

wish to be present at a rehearsal.

On the fatal morning when the ladies arrived, they

found the house in its dismantled condition, the stage

cleared and all the place in semi-darkness. Rubinstein

then took individual members of the orchestra, such as

the second bassoon or one horn through a bar or two>

and kept this up until the ladies discovered that it was

not so interesting as they had anticipated, then, when

they had taken their departure and were clear off the

premises the rehearsal proper began.

Herr Felix Mottl when in London recently, conducted

a rehearsal of one of Beethoven's symphonies, and

electrified his instrumentalists by suddenly looking up

at one of them and shouting out " As." The expression

of surprise that spread itself over the faces melted inta

a smile, followed by a ripple of laughter, when it was

remembered that As is the German for A flat.

It is an enormous advantage if a Conductor can sing
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a passage here and there to illustrate his meaning when

correcting his forces. Speaking of the Gloucester Fes-

tival of igoi a press critic signing himself " Lancelot
"

has said: " None of the Conductors seemed to possess

a vocal organ worthy of the name, and their attempts

to sing sundry themes in their works suggested the

need of a few lessons in voice production. Mr. Brewer

makes use of a falsetto tone, Sir Hubert Parry hums
like a bumble-bee, and Dr. Cowen indulges in syllabic

enunciations of which remarkable examples are ' Lum
par,' ' Pom, pom, pom,' ' Par da te tum,' and ' D-a-ar-

^^^-ar.'

"

Now as to the act of beating. It is often a painful

sight to see a man struggling with a baton grasped by

the middle, and both of his arms flying up and down,

his back view reminding one of a penguin. Most men
can look fairly graceful if they do not disregard such a

matter. As I have before suggested, one arm at a time

is enough for most purposes, the left hand being brought

into use, only as occasion may require.

It is of the utmost importance that only one down beat

should be given in each bar. A short time since I

played in an orchestra where the professional Conductor

beat four in the bar, the first three being all down beats.

It is true that the second ended to his left, and the third

to his right hand, but they all began at the top. It was

therefore extremely difficult to know where we were»

The bar should be so beaten that we always know the

part of it we are at.

Another very faulty way is to allow the baton to
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describe ovals or even circles. Each beat should

have its point and the down beat should rest just

long enough to fix the accent, that being the most

important one.

Sometimes one sees ^ beat as though it were J twice

over. This is wrong ; there should be only one down
beat.

Recently a Conductor of a very large amateur choir,

performing before some thousands of spectators, beat a

slow four by making four down and four up beats.

Nothing could possibly be more confusing, and it could

only be tolerated where everyone sang from ear.

The diagrams suggest considerations at the hands of

those who would conduct either choir or band, the

principle being always the same.

In training a choir it is, of course, absolutely neces-

sary that the choirmaster should have a quick ear to

detect faults of intonation ; wrong notes abound ; but

one of the most important qualifications is that he should

be able to correct bad pronunciation.

At a choral competition held lately, a highly respect-

able choir, in singing the test piece did not observe

uniformity. The sopranos sang a few bars, answered

by the altos, the same words being used by the composer

or both voices, but not by the singers. The altos did

not pronounce them in the same way as the sopranos.

As these phrases came several times over, the effect

was ludicrous. This indicated not only the grossest

neglect on the part of the choirmaster, but want

of observation on the part of the singers them-
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selves. It reminded me of the story of the tall

English spinster and the short stout Scotchman

who sang the duet *' The Swallows." Each answered

each

—

They fly away—they flee awa—they fly away—they flee awa.

All church goers are familiar with the response, given

by the boys—" Lor—dhave mercy upon us, and incline

ou—rearts to keep thi—slaw.

The constantly recurring words of the " Hallelujah

Chorus " will be remembered— " For He shall reign fo—
rever—an—dever."

The very awkward line in Cardinal Newman's

beautiful hymn is an illustration of difficulty to be

overcome

:

i-ead, kindly Light, amidst the encircling gloora,

Lead Thou me on. (pronounced raeyon).

Numerous examples will readily occur to any one

who has given the slightest attention to the subject

and it will readily be conceded that the words are

always of the most vital importance ; otherwise it

would save much trouble if we had barrel-organ music,

which would be more note perfect and strict in tempo.

This brings me to the question of the choice of music

for a choir. It will be at once admitted that the con-

ductor, or other responsible officer who makes the

selection, should exercise sound discretion. I remember

a competition in which a mixed choir of young men and

women were made to sing a part-song all about kissing.

Now kissing is a subject very attractive to some mortals
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under certain circumstances, but a public exhibition is-

not the one usually chosen. The selection of the piece

was a defect in good taste.

I know an anthem the burden of which, often repeated,,

is, •' The new wine made the maidens glad "
! This, of

course, is scriptural, but authority has said that things

may be lawful, but may not be expedient

!

In church services the words are the spirit of the

whole, while the music carries them upon its wings ;

therefore the language used must be perfectly clear. It

is best that a Conductor should treat a vocal work as a.

poem, and know the words and their full meaning.

Whether choirmasters should be singers is a question

that has been discussed from time to time. Unfortun-

ately many organists who fill the double office of organist

and choirmaster are selected for their having success-

fully played so many hymn tunes and voluntaries. Now
it does not at all follow that because a man can play

the organ he can also train a choir. A case that came

under my personal notice will prove this. Two church-

wardens in North London suddenly found themselves

called upon to choose an organist and choirmaster. As
neither of them had the slightest knowledge of music

they asked the retiring organist to sit in a pew behind

them. The candidates played, the late organist wrote a

name on a slip of paper and quietly dropped it over the

pew. The churchwardens retired to the vestry and

solemnly chose their man whose name was on the

paper. There was a surpliced choir at this church,,

and much choir work to do. My own view of the
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matter is that it needs a vocalist to train vocalists.

It is perfectly true that there are a great number

who are able to teach singing, and who produce good

results from their choirs (yet ^themselves lack singing

voices), but that is because they have studied the sub-

ject. All who would conduct a choir should take pains

to observe our best solo singers and choruses, and get

from them valuable suggestions which can be made

good use of in developing one's own choir.

There are churches where the two offices are kept

apart, and the results are better, for it unfortunately

happens that one who relies upon his organ to pull the

service through will make organ playing " the thing,"

while a vocalist will maintain that it is the function of

the organist to accompany the singing : and this surely

is the more reasonable view of the matter.

In arranging a choir, the sopranos should always be

on the left hand of the Conductor, the altos on the right,

the tenors behind the sopranos, and the basses behind

the altos.

In conducting an orchestra, a very different know-

ledge is required, inasmuch as numerous instruments of

different tone and pitch are used, and the Conductor

should have acquaintance—at least a " speaking ac-

quaintance "—with them. Whether he should be able

to play upon them all is very doubtful, but it certainly

would give him a much better grip of his subject.

Each instrument has its own proper function, and

also its own prejudices, if I may be allowed to use the

expression. Often we find music written that is not
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difficult when you look at it, but to play it requires

much skill, because awkwardly placed. On string

instruments there are always alternative ways of finger-

ing, and a Conductor should be able to indicate the

most favourable. Wind instruments present many
difficulties, and there are not two alike. I have often

noticed that where the conductor is a violinist, he gives

nearly all his attention to the strings, and the wind-

players have to do the best they can without his help^

That veteran, Mr. August Manns, who has achieved

the wonderful record of having conducted, an orches-

tral concert at the Crystal Palace every day for forty-

four years, made his first appearance there as a solo

violinist, and when first appointed Conductor, used to

conduct with his bow. He was formerly a clarinet

player and flautist, and a bandmaster in the German

army.

Lieutenant Dan Godfrey, who, having been ap-

pointed bandmaster of the Grenadier Guards in 1855

served for a full term, was graciously permitted to

remain on for a second period, owing to his great success,

has now, at the expiration of his second term, been

obliged to retire from the service ; but he is as active as

ever, and has a crack band of his own. He, of course

understands all the instruments under his control.

When Dr. Richter first came to London to conduct,

some difficulty occurred with a horn part. He had the

instrument passed up to him, and showed how the

passage should be played. This incident did more to .

to establish him in a firm position with the band than
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years of talk would have done. The men at once saw

that he was no ordinary musician. The French horn is

far away the most difficult wind instrument to under-

stand ; hence in Germany (where more form is observed

in all social functions than in England), the first horn

player is nearly always the president of the band.

When a speech has to be made, he makes it. When a

deputation is formed he heads it. When a member of

the band dies, he walks before his companions in the

procession. Thus Dr. Richter scored a point, and a.

big one too.

The following is from the Daily News :

Richter's versatility is very pleasantly alluded to by his

former school-fellow, Herr Franz Fridberg, in an article in the

Berlmer Tageblatt. One reason of his great success as a con-

ductor, it is well known, lies in his ability to play in some

sort of fashion, almost every instrument in the orchestra. As

a student of nineteen he was much the same. Herr Fridberg

says

:

" Was there no trombonist, Richter laid down his horn and
seized the trombone ; next time it would be the oboe, the bas-

soon, or the trumpet, and then he would pop up among the

violins. I saw him once manipulating the contra-bass,

and on the kettledrums he was unsurpassed. When we—the

Conservatory Orchestra—under Hellmesberger's leading, once

performed a mass in the Church of the Invalides, Richter sang.

How he did sing ! At times he helped out the bassi in

difficult passages, at others the tenors, and I believe he even

sang with the soprani. I learned to know him on that day,

moreover, as an excellent organist. It excited uncommon
merriment among us fellow performers when he stood there,

and with an important look, sent out, over the whole orchestra

and chorus, his ' Cruc xus ' into the body of the church."

Sir Arthur Sullivan, when a boy, could play upon

any instrument in the band of which his father
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was bandmaster, except those too large for his lips

;

and, when studying at the Royal Academy of Music,

be used to fill up any part that was missing in the

orchestra.

It will readily be conceded that one who possesses

full information will have great advantage over one who

has not the same equipment.

The late Lieutenant S. C. Griffiths, of Kneller Hall

in his excellent book, "The Military Band" (Rudall,

Carte and Co.), says :

He (the conductor) requires a practical knowledge of instru-

ments, and should be a moderate performer upon them. This

is only to ba attained by practice, but is not such a difficult

task as may be supposed.

In seating an orchestra the first violins sit to the left

hand of the Conductor, the second violins to his right;

violas in the middle, and 'cellos and basses behind them
;

the wind department ranged behind the strings in the

following order, counting from the left hand : flutes,

oboes, clarionets, bassoons, horns, trumpets (or cornets),

three trombones (alto, tenor and bass), tympani, etc.,

behind them in the centre.

This is the most usual form, but of late years orches-

tras have grown so large in the string division that

another form has been adopted at the Queen's Hall with

good results.

It is certain that in former times orchestral bands

were not so overbalanced by string tone as at present.

Sir Michael Costa was the chief of sinners in bringing

up both the numbers and the pitch at which they played.
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The King's private band consists of five first violins,

four second, three violas, two 'cellos, and two double

basses with wind.

The band that played daily for so many years at the

Crystal Palace consisted of six first violins, four second,

three violas, three 'cellos and three doublebasses with full

wind. For the Saturday concerts the numbers were in-

creased to sixteen first, twelve second, nine violas, eight

'cellos, and eight basses, without materially altering the

wind parts, except to overcrowd them as I think.

The Queen's Hall band, on the other hand, consists

of eighteen first violins, sixteen second, ten violas, ten

'cellos and ten double-basses ; yet only the same number

of wind instruments are employed.

Even greater is the disproportion in some cases. The

Philharmonic band contains sixteen first violins, sixteen

second, twelve violas, twelve 'cellos and eleven basses.

The result is that the softer-toned instrument?—the

flutes, especially the second flute, the second oboe, the

bassoons, and the French horns—are overpowered. I

frequently happens that delicate solo passages for flute

or horn are completely swamped by the accompaniment

of such a crowd of strings.

If it is possible to play the best music with a band

containing nineteen or twenty violins, violas and 'cellos

and basses, all told, as at the Crystal Palace ; seventy or

eighty, as we often find upon an orchestra, is surely out

of all proportion, and must destroy the composer's

intention, to some extent, by the great preponderance

of string tone.
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Where a very large number of strings are used I

think Conductors should double the weaker parts, and

so restore, to some extent, the intended balance of tone,

but it would be far better to reduce the number of

strings un-til a proper balance of tone-colour was

produced.

The following from the Musical Record for April ist,

1897, is significant

;

Beethoven had to experience the truth of Mattheson's re-

mark as to the reduction of speed in proportion to numbers,
when attending a performance of his Symphony in A at the

Musical Union (Musik-Verein) in Vienna. He was particularly

annoyed by the tempo of the second movement {Allegretto)

,

which he declared to be much too quick. . . . The perform,

ances of the above-mentioned society did not meet with his

approval, as the dimensions of their concert hall required a big

orchestra. Beethoven declared, however, that he did not write

his symphonies for such numbers cf instrumentalists as the

"Musical Union" generally employed, as "he did not want
noisy music" For his purposes he required only about sixty

good musicians, being convinced that only that number would

be able to produce correctly the rapid changes of light and
shade, and that therefore the character of each movement,

together with its poetical contents, would not be destroyed.

When Haydn produced his Symphonies in London,

in 1791, he had an orchestra of thirty-five.

Now that so much is being said as to the performance

of The Messiah as Handel wrote it, some good may arise

if we try to restore the balance so disturbed by the

great addition recently made to the strings for the sake

of brilliancy and force.

It will be noticed that nearly the whole of the differ-

ence between sixty players and one hundred would be

the additions to the bowed instruments.

It has therefore been found of great advantage to
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(place the wood wind in the centre of the orchestra, just

in front of the Conductor, the horns behind the wood
;

€rst violins and violas to the left, second violins to the

right, 'cellos and basses divided, some on each side,

trombones behind to the right.

This method of seating brings the less powerful

instruments more forward, and they are better heard by

the audience.

One reason why amateur bands are so often painful

to listen to is that insufficient attention is paid to tuning.

What usually happens is this. A band meets, say,

once a week ; an Englishman's privilege is to be always

a little late ! the practice commences, say, ten minutes

after the appointed hour, when only one-half or two-

thirds of the players have arrived. They tune at start-

ing ; others come and join in from time to time. In the

•course of half-an-hour there are not two instruments

exactly in tune, partly because of the late comers and

partly because instruments not in constant use quickly

get "out."

A Conductor should see that his band is dead in tune

from time to time, If it is worth while for some of our

great ones to take so much trouble with a professional

band, as I have already mentioned, what can we say to

one who neglects this precaution when dealing with

amateurs ? Zeal counts for nothing, skill for little more,

if the playing is out of tune.

There are two grave faults that amateur Conductors

(and some professional ones also) fall into. One is that

of making pauses, or waiting between the numbers of a
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continuous work. The story, narrative or description,,

should run through without breaking it up into short

sections. It is easy to imagine the great loss that

occurs if a pause is allowed between the recitative of

Stephen and the immediately following chorus "Stone

him to death," in Mendelssohn's "St. Paul." The

abrupt change in tonality is not heard and the wonderful

effect is lost, if there is a break. The same thing in kind

will occur in many works if continuity is not observed.

The other is, that in conducting solos, either vocal or

instrumental, they are apt to enforce their own tempi

upon the performer ; instead of which the soloist should

give his, or her, own interpretation of the work, and be

followed by the conductor, who will watch every inflec-

tion of tone and tempo, and accommodate the accom-

paniment accordingly. I have known a professional

Conductor to have the assurance to stand up in a church

and conduct a professional singer through his solos,

although the organist was round the corner and quite

out of sight of the baton !

Once upon a time I saw a professional conduct a

performance of the " Messiah " at such a rate that " All

we like sheep " became a lively polka ; they were re-

markably jolly sheep !|and the solos were taken at such

a rush that they lost the character that we are accus-

tomed to and some of the more florid ones nearly broke

down, much to the horror of the victims who had to

sing to such a beat.

Every amateur conductor should provide himself

with a " Dictionary of Musical Terms," a pocket metro-
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Qiome (one made like a tape measure to roll up in a

metal case is a convenient pattern), and a tuning-fork.

The following are some of the books that would be

found very interesting and instructive. There are, of

course, many others, but it is needless to name them all

" A Short Dictionary of Musical Terms." Kennedy.
[Cuvwen &• Sons, ts.)

"A Dictionary of Musical Terms." Sir J. Stainer and W.
Barrett. {Novello cS' Co., is.)

*' Organs, Organists, and Choirs." Minshall.
{Curiucn &> Sons, is. 6d.)

" Choral and Orchestral Societies." Venables.
{Curwen &• Sons, 2S. 6d.)

^' The Study of the Orchestra." Hamilton Clark.
[Rider &' Sons, is. 6d.)

"Instrumentation." Dr. E. Prout. {Novella ^^Co., 2s.)

" The Orchestra." Dr. E. Prout. 2 vols., 5s. each.

{Aiigcner ^ Co.)

'• Instrumentation." Hector Berlioz. [Novello 6f Co.^ 12s.)

" The Mihtary Band." Griffiths. [Rudall, Carte ^ Co., s^.)

" Talks with Bandsmen." Algernon T. Rose.
[Rider ^ Son, 2s. 6d.)

The last is a very instructive, chatty and amusing book

for players of brass instruments.

One of the most important officers of a choral society

or an orchestra is the librarian. The Conductor must

be sure that he will get his work done before the hour

appointed for rehearsal. Unless this is attended to,

some part, perhaps a large part, of the little time given

to practice is frittered away in handing round copies,

I was present on one occasion at the practice of a

large choir. The Conductor came in about a quarter-

of-an-hour late (as usual) ; he went straight to his desk

and at once started a piece. After about ten minutes

of futile endeavour he suddenly looked up and said,
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" Haven't you got your music ?
'* No ! not one-third ot

the persons present had any copies ! We then plunged

at once into another work, with the same question and

the same answer to follow ! A third time we started in

vain, because it was nobody's business to act as librarian^

After wasting an hour we got under weigh. This is an

example of the manner in which a choir may be spoilt

by neglect, as those performers who can be really useful-

will not put up with that sort of management.

Unpunctuality and inattention have broken up many
a promising organization.

For a band, it is a good plan to have a small sheet of

brown paper (but not the noisy kind that makes a rustle

when moved), in the absence of proper portfolios, for

each desk. When folded, it makes a wrapper that

should hold everything that is to be played or sung

;

otherwise there is an unreasonable pause between each

piece while parts are distributed. These packets should

be prepared at least one day before the meeting, and

should always be closed by the people using them

directly the rehearsal is finished. This prevents the

copies getting mixed, and causing the librarian needless

trouble in re-arranging them.

The position of Conductor is a very exacting one, and

not free from criticism ; therefore one should be careful

to be as well equipped for the work as time and circum-

stance will allow. That a good musician is in con-

sequence a good Conductor is not true ; many splendid

performers are bad Conductors, owing to their not being

alert to catch passing thoughts as they arise out of the
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rehearsal, and slow to express their ideas. Perhaps the

worst of all are composers. It may sound strange to

say so, but it is largely true : when I have heard musi-

cians spoken of as being " touchy " or " over-sensitive,"

I have replied that it is that fact which accounts for

their being musicians. It is the supersensitive natures

only which can develop in that direction. If a person

is not sensitive, he cannot be musical. Hence com-

posers, whose faculties are not as other men's, but more

acutely attuned, are too excitable for the work. They

are apt to lose their heads ; while a Conductor should

be like the captain of a ship in a gale, the last to be

deprived of his judgment. There are exceptions, of

course. Sir Joseph Barnby was one ; both Sir Alex-

ander Mackenzie and Professor Stanford are " level-

headed men," but the exception is said to prove the

rule.

Sir George Grove, in his article on Beethoven, in the

*• Dictionary of Music and Musicians," says :

As a conductor his motions were raobt extravagant. At a

tianhsimo he would crouch down so as to be hidden by the desk,

and then, as the cnscendo increased, would gradually rise, beat-

ing all the time, until at the fortissimo he would spring into the

air with his arms extended. . . . When, as was sometimes the

case, after he became deaf, he lost his place, and these motions

did not coincide with the music, the effect was very unfortunate,

though not so unfortunate as it would have bsen had he himself

been aware of the mistake.

The following story, obviously made as picturesque

as possible, will be found in " Louis Spohr's Auto-

biography "
:

Upon my expressing my astonishment to Seyfried at this

(Beethoven's method of conducting), he related to me a tragi-

A
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comic circumstance that had occurred at Beethoven's last

concert at the theatre " an der Wien."
Beethoven was playing a new pianoforte concerto of his, but

forgot at the first tutti that he was a solo player, and springing

up began to direct in his usual way. At the first sforzando he
threw out his arms so wide asunder, that he knocked both the

lights of the piano upon the grouna. The audience laughed,

and Beethoven was so incensed at this disturbance that he made
the orchestra cease playing and began anew. Seyfried, fearing

that a repetition of the accident would occur at the same pas-

sage bade two boys of the chorus place themselves on either

side of Beethoven, and hold the lights in their hatds. One of

the boys innocently approached nearer, and was reading also

the notes of the pianoforte part. When, therefore, the fatal

sforzando came, he received from Beethoven's out-thrown right

hand so smart a blow on the mouth that the poor boy let fall

the h'ght from terror. The other boy, more cautious, had lol.

lowed with anxious eyes every motion of Beethoven, and by

suddenly stooping at the eventtul moment, he avoiced a slap m
the mouth. If the public were unable to restrain their laughter

before, they could now much less, and broke out into a regular

roar. Beethoven got into such a rage that at the first chords
half a dozen strings broke. Every endeavour of the real lovers

of music to restore calm and attention was for the moment
useless. The first allegro was therefore lost to the public.

From that fatal evening Beethoven would not give another
concert.

To those of my readers who can " read between the

lines " more can be gathered from these examples

than I have thought it well to express in words.

The saying is attributed to Michael Angelo that

" Trifles make perfection, and perfection is no trifle."

DO NOT.
Having now *' surveyed mankind from China to

Peru," I would say finally:

Do not undertake the position of Conductor unless

you have an abundance of patience.
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Do not loose your temper.

Do not be sarcastic.

Do not go on to the end of a piece before correcting

errors, but stop, make your remarks in very few words,

and go on at once before " the scent gets cold." If you

wait, you will forget half the blunders, and fail to explain

the others.

Do not make long speeches.

Do not repeat your words to impress them ; they are

more likely to confuse.

Do not be afraid of using your metronome before

starting a piece at rehearsal.

Do not be ashamed of consulting your " Dictionary of

Musical Terms" if you come across a word you do not

understand.

Do not come to rehearsal wondering what you are

going to do, but have all arrangements made beforehand,

so that not five minutes shall be wasted out of the short

time given to practice.

Do not conduct with a rotary beat, as though you

were stirring a pudding.

Do not switch your baton as though you were cracking

a whip.

Do not use a black or dark coloured baton, it cannot

be seen so well as a white one.

Do "not dance to the music," or use excessive action

or gesture.

Do not go to the other extreme, and study the deport-

ment of the railway signal post. Be as natural as you

possibly can, without fuss or affectation.
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Do not fail to watch every conductor you can and learn,

something from him.

Lastly, do not think that all eyes are upon you : you
will feel embarrassed.

I have been looking forward to the time when Art

shall be divorced from personal considerations ; when a

Conductor will be so hidden by shrubs, flowers or other

screen, that his movements shall not distract the

attention, and perhaps offend the eyes of the audience,,

but that is not yet.

Young men see visions, and old men dream dreams.
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THE ORGANISING AND CONDUCTING

OF AMATEUR ORCHESTRAS.

The substance of an address delivered at the Midland Convention

of Choirmasters and Music Teachirs^ held in the Largs

Lecture Theatre of the Birmingham and Midland Institute

y

on the igth September, 1901, the Lord Mayor of Birm-

ingham in the chair.

IN
common with thousands of music lovers, I very

much regret the decay of orchestral playing in

consequence of the introduction of keyboard instru-

ments. It is quite certain that organs have driven,

orchestral players from the churches in the villages and

towns, who in former times brightened local life by the

enjoyment of instrumental music.

Village music has been reduced to a concertina or a

tin whistle in many places.

The organ has come to stay, it has brought dignity

and simplicity into the services, but there is no reason

why every other musical instrument should be discour-

aged and banished from our churches and chapels..

Quite recently it was held an act of sacrilege, by some

good folks, to introduce stringed instruments into a

place of worship. In the year igoo I was consulted by

an organist as to how he could organise a band oi
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players for a special service, one difficulty being that

those persons forming the band had to be sunk to a

lower level and behind the choir, because " it would not

do for them to be seen, the congregation would not like

it." A few years ago a few brass instruments were

allowed to be mixed up in the choir at St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, when the choir was a very large one, or had to

walk in procession, to steady the voices and firmly mark

time. Even that was objected to by some purists ! At

the present time a full orchestra is employed on great

occasions.

What short memories some of us have to be sure

!

How long is it since all church singing was led by strings

and wind instruments ? My maternal grandfather

played the bass viol in the choir of Wesley's Chapel,

City Road. I once had his old instrument, but unfortun-

ately parted with it. Before organs were so numerous

other instruments were in use, and I can see no reason

why all available means, that are pure in themselves,

may not be used in our public worship. If our grand-

parents were not scandalised by such why should we be?

There are now many orchestras formed for other than

church work and I am glad to believe that more will

yet be established, for the love of music and without

any thought of pecuniary gain.

In my remarks it will be evident that the difficulty

is not so much how to form an orchestra, as it is how to

keep one in good working order when you have got it.

The thought " how to destroy an orchestra " will be

lurking in the background of all that I may have to say
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to you. The neglect of small things is fatal to such an

organisation and will surely sap the life out of it if not

carefully studied. How few orchestras^ there are that

have lived a reasonably long life

!

When I was asked to address you upon the subject of

forming an orchestra my first thought was that it would

be a very simple matter, thus, First procure a large bag

of money, so large that it would require the use of both

of your hands to lift it. Then engage the best orches-

tral players that Birmingham, London and Manchester

could furnish you with, call one rehearsal, exhaust your

men, give your concert and, having put together the

proceeds, it is very likely that you would be able to

carry that bag home again quite easily in one hand.

But I have been told that I must talk about Amateur

Orchestras. That is a far more difHcult task in every

way. In the first place you do not begin with a large

bag of money ! You will have to make personal appli-

cation to the instrumentalists of your acquaintance, you

will advertise in the newspapers, you will issue circulars
;

these are useful aids, but there is nothing like the

human presence to bring about you the best available

players. The strength of a chain is said to be in its

weakest link, but the strength of an orchestra is in the

best players that you can find. You must begin at the

top. I am not proposing that you should start with a

violin class. An orchestra is an entirely different organ-

isation. You want a certain number of first violins to

sit on your left, seconds on your right, 'cellos, double

basses, and wind instruments of all sorts. You will
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have twenty or thirty staves to your score, and will have

to find players for all these respective parts.

Assuming that you have procured your players, you

have to make very great consideration for the position

in which you have placed them. Orchestral players are

not in any sense to be compared to members of choirs.

I am an old singer and choirmaster and know the differ-

ence of the environment. An instrumentalist is an en-

thusiast first. He spends pounds upon his instrument,

say a flute costing perhaps £-^o. Violins can be bough

from 2S. 6d. to two thousand guineas. You little think

of the value of the instruments alone which are before

you in an orchestra at a concert. The instruments of a

first class professional orchestra may cost ;£"i,500 to

;f2,000. Your instrumentaUsts have paid a great deal

of money for their tuition, and have put in an enormous

amount of private practice to qualify for member-

ship, therefore I have great respect for the per-

sonality of the orchestra. The number of instru-

mentalists upon whom you may call is very limited. I

happen to be secretary and treasurer of a large society

which has ample funds, so I do not ask the players

to pay subscriptions, but you must "cut your coat ac-

cording to your cloth." You may have governors,

ministers or deacons who are ready to pay all the expenses

that you will incur; you may have, I do not assert that

such is the case.

In a great number of orchestras ladies are excluded,

that is a serious mistake, lady players are very useful in

-an orchestra. Some may say that they get more mas-
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culine vigour from the men, but I think we do not always

want that, what we require is chaste, refined playing,

and you can always get that from the ladies. In fact,

the violin is fast becoming the ladies' instrument. At a

recent concert given by the Royal Academy of Music, I

noticed that out of thirty-eight violinists only seven were
^' mere men." If men now think they are being cut out

by the ladies there is plenty of room yet for them

at the double bass and in the wood-wind and brass

departments.

I say to all the second violins, who mostly want to

play first, that it needs a better reader to correctly play

an inner part than an outer one. It is far easier to

play a melody than to correctly fill up the harmonies,

so I say keep some of your best violinists for the second

side.

Viola players are very scarce, this should not be the

case, it is a very interesting instrument and gives a good

insight into the construction of compositions, it is

an instrument suitable for those whose love of music is

more than *' skin deep." It is a little larger, so some

object to the stretch of the fingers, some will say "but it

does not play the tune." The first objection is not

a sound one and the second is not made by a true lover

of music for its own sake. The alto clef, from which it

is played is a little trouble at first, but then in music

difficulties are given us that we may overcome them, not

that they may beat us.

I have lately taken a tour of our large teaching estab-

lishments and find that at the Guildhall School of Music,
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there are between four hundred and five hundred

students for the violin, and only about ten for the viola.

At the Royal Academy of Music free tuition was offered

to a viola player, but there was not one applicant for it.

At the Royal College of Music a viola scholarship was

vacant, with free tuition and possible maintenance also,

but there was not one candidate for it ! It is a shame

(hear, hear). See to it that these scholarships do not go

begging. There are solos for the instrument. You

must have it in the quartet and in the orchestra. Get

some of your promising young violinists to take up the

instrument. If there should be one more viola player

in the land after these few remarks of mine, the fact will

justify my visit to Birmingham.

There are numbers of men who would take up the

double bass if you would provide the instrument. It

you are forming an orchestra, purchase an instrument,

two would be better. Buy four-stringed basses by

preference, those with three strings are useful, but four

strings are better. If you have a man who says he

really cannot play upon a four-stringed one, let one

string down off the bridge and he then has three.

Now as to wind instruments. One piccolo goes

a long way. It is so easily overblown.

Sometimes the second flute player, to make his part

sound out, will play it upon his piccolo for a change,

but in so doing he inverts a part that was, say, a third

below the first flute to one a sixth above it ; that will

not do, you must restrain zeal of that sort.

Sir Frederick Bridge has said, in his witty way, "the
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piccolo has come to stay for good

—

or bad

!

" Such a

remark is justified by the way some piccolo players

labour their part upon an instrument of piercing tone.

Flute players are as plentiful as ripe blackberries.

An amateur oboe player may produce a " quacky "

tone ; it is an extremely delicate instrument, and must

be of good quality. Hold your instrument up to the

light, and it should be as bright inside as a looking

glass, if it is not it will not give a good tone. The oboe

part can be played upon the flute when necessary, in

the absence of the former instrument.

Two clarionets are wanted, and two bassoons ; they

are rare, especially the latter. In the old days every

man who played at all played the bassoon, unless it

were the 'cello. If you have not got a bassoon you

must certainly put a 'cello or a euphonium down to the

part, either can play it.

It is related of a certain generous individual who had
fio knowledge of matters musical, that being asked to

present an instrument for the use of the band in the

village church, the next time he went to town he called

at the music shop and asked what would be the most

suitable, the dealer after pondering suggested a bassoon,

the generous one then said, " all right, send a dozen

of 'em."

Then we come to the brass. French horns are nearly

impracticable for amateur orchestras ; they are so ex-

tremely difficult to understand. The horn part is trans-

posed on paper, and then the player transposes it again

on his instrument, so you must invariably have profes-
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sional horn players. There are amateurs, of course, but

they are very few.

Trumpet parts are commonly played upon cornets^

I do not like to hear the cornet in orchestral work,

although it is a very beautiful instrument in a military

band. Persuade a young fellow to get a modern valve

trumpet, the tone is quite different, being much brighter.

Trombone players may be found, you will want alto

(Eb), tenor (B[j), and bass (G) instruments, but the alto

is very scarce.

In France they use two tenor and one bass, but it re-

quires a very good player to get the high notes necessary

to play the alto part.

When conducting you must wait while the tympani

player tunes his drums, as they require to be retuned for

each movement where a change of key occurs, if you

start before he is ready he cannot play his part. The

tympani should be struck a hands length, or thereabouts^

from the rim, it is there that a definite note is produced

:

if struck near the middle of the head a dull " tubby
"

tone is the result. As to the cymbals, the less said

about them the better. I know many a hall in which

the music is ruined by the cymbals and bass drum, they

are excellent means of discovering an echo, which, of

course, comes after the beat. I generally, where possi-

ble, leave them out.

We will suppose that you have got all the needful

instruments, you then proceed to arrange your forces in

proper order.

A most vital thing is attention to the desks, a detail
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commonly neglected, as in nine cases out of ten they

are much too high. I do not know of anything which

more readily leads to the unconscious discontent of

players than this little matter, it is a sure means of

killing an orchestra. Any porter can put out the desks,

but then he will probably place them all in straight

rows, the result being that one player at each desk will

have the conductor on one side and his music on the other,

so that he will look steadfastly at the music and not see

the conductor at all, he will follow the rhythm by ear

and spoil any rallentando or pause that may occur,

besides being constantly a little out of the beat.

The conductor should be in the centre of a semi-circle.

All the desks should radiate from him, so that he and

they can see eye to eye. When I go to my desk I look

for eyes, if they are below the top of the desk I have it

lowered, if they are looking another way the desk must

be shifted. It is quite impossible for amateurs to

play well together unless they pay strict attention to

the beat.

A gentleman recently wrote to the Times complaining

that the members of the Philharmonic Orchestra seldom

or never looked up at the conductor. Had he been an

orchestral player he would have known that it is quite

unnecessary to do so if you see him all the time ! A
good man knows when the conductor wants to stop by his

expression, he watches all the gestures and follows them,

as well as the baton, the music on the desk should, as far

as possible be in a direct line between them. Many of us

in these degenerate times, wear glasses. Now it is im-
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possible in such cases to see both the music and the

conductor through the glasses. The desks should be low

enough to look over the top of them, the focal length

will not enable one to see at two different distances

through the lenses. It therefore frequently happens

that a really valuable helper gets disgusted with himself

and you, because he is being constantly pulled up and

made to look silly before his juniors simply because he

cannot see properly, owing to a bad arrangement of his

desk or the light. I have myself suffered great incon-

venience from this cause. On one occasion three of us

had to use one desk, each of us having separate copies

to play from., opening to two pages each, six pages open

at one time on one desk, and that so high that we

could not see the conductor at all. This sort of

experience causes one to avoid that orchestra another

time. An enthusiast who is of value in an orchestra is

worth keeping, and it is only by making him comfort-

able, so that he enjoys coming to your meeting, that you

will induce him to leave his home or other engagements

tojoin your orchestra. To slide away is so easy. If one

really enjoys a certain evening in the week given up to

your orchestra, then no other engagement will be accepted

for that night, but if one is not quite happy about

it, then it is so easy to make any other arrangement for

that night if anything arises ; and so a steadfast friend

becomes careless about his attendance and neglects

your orchestra, because he thinks it does not matter

much whether he is there or not.

There are no general principles concerning the
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organization of an orchestra, which may be stated in a

brief definite way, it is all detail.

Having arranged your desks, you next come to the

choice of music.

There is a great quantity of vile rubbish now upon

the market, but you can get the best music in the

world for a moderate price, or you can hire a great deal

of it for a trifling sum.

The best music is not of necessity the most difficult,

any more than the best songs are the most florid.

Take care to provide only that which is good, and

give your best players solos from time to time. This

will improve or maintain the status of your band.

Some people say that you should not have a piano-

forte in an orchestra, but when you have an incomplete

one you should have the pianoforte, and it can play the

harp part, if there is one. I had recently to conduct a

rehearsal of Schubert's Unfinished Symphony without

any wind instruments, all the strings frequently playing

accompaniment only, how could it be kept going and

made interesting to the players without the pianoforte?

To play with an incomplete orchestra is very dry

work.

You will want a Secretary, he will get the kicks.

The Treasurer will be expected to make bricks without

straw. Tne Librarian is a very i nportant officer and

should be a thoroughly reliable man.

I have sometimes been to a rehearsal where the

Conductor has arrived a quarter of an hour late. No-

body knew what we were going to play. Anything was
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got out and half our time wasted in distributing parts.

The best way is to put all that you are going to play

into wrappers or portfolios before the hour of rehearsal

and so have everything ready. If you cannot afford

handsome portfolios use half a sheet of brown paper, it

serves the purpose just as well, but take care that it is

used and ready before your people arrive.

Tuning is most important. It is the life-blood of the

concern. It is like having blood-poisoning to have an

orchestra badly tuned !

A friend of mine, who was an ardent mountaineer,

used to say that to successfully climb the Alps you

should *' breakfast early and breakfast often." I might

say the same of tuning an amateur band. Stringed

instruments that are not in constant use quickly get out

of tune when played upon, and need frequent readjust-

ment during the earlier part of the evening ; the rising

temperature of the room flattening the gut strings and

sharpening the covered ones*

Grattan Cooke, a famous oboe player of about sixty

years ago, being a man of eminence in his profession,

was always asked to give the A. The oboe does so to

this day, but it is frequently very sharp, it depends upon

its reed, and many players make their own. Sometimes

violinists have to stretch their strings to breaking point

to reach the pitch given. It is better to tune to a fork

of standard pitch, or a pianoforte. With regard to

tuning to an organ, that is a serious matter, as some

organists extemporise in A major, thus giving out Cj and

GJ while the strings have to tune C and G against them.
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D minor is better as you get naturals. An organist who

is accustomed to a band quietly holds the A down while

the tuning goes on, but some do not, as we know to our

cost. I remember an organist, at a concert, putting on

all the organ he could. Our tuning was quite impossible,

some shouted, but in vain ! At length the conductor

came to the desk and rapped several times, but to no

result. At last a messenger had to be sent up to the

organist to stop him. When the concert began we had

the same experience, and from first to last that instru-

ment simply swamped everything, choir and orchestra

alike, nothing was heard but organ tone. Organists

should remember not to use reeds or mixtures when

playing with a band, as they kill the tone of the strings.

One inducement to good players to join your forces is

offered when you print their names upon the programmes,

this is done in all good orchestras.

Punctuality I need hardly discuss, because we all

know that that is a delicate question and always refers

to " the other man " who is outside this room. The

conductor who comes late may be certain that others

will do the same. It is best to commence your rehearsal

even if only a few players are present. Another serious

aspect of unpunctuality is that those who come late

have no time to tune their instruments.

As to tuning the double bass, men often scrape away

onjthe lower strings and cannot hear the sound properly,

they saw up and down as well as across. The bow

must go as straight as possible, if it goes up and down

the strings it checks the vibrations and gives a rumbling
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sound. It is best to tune by the harmonic. To those

of you who may not be acquainted with stringed instru-

ments I should explain that a "harmonic" note is pro-

duced by lightly touching the string with the tip of the

finger, not pressing it upon the fingerboard. If the

string is touched in the middle, a note an octave higher

than the open string is obtained, or if at the quarter

length then one two octaves above the open note.

Thus a clearer sound is obtained than can be got cut of

the heavy lower strings of the double bass when played

open, while the other members of the orchestra are

probably making as much noise as they possibly can,.

The unnecessary amount of noise so made is a rather

curious fact, as better results can be obtained when

moderation prevails.

There is a story told of an amateur bass player who
used to play under Sir Michael Costa in the old Sacred

Harmonic Society. He had been filing away at his

instrument, and just as Costa approached his desk a

professional who played with the amateur said " I do not

think you are quite in tune now."' To which the amateur

replied, having pressed his fingers down hard upon the

strings " Oh, I never make them any tighter than that."

A very valuable experience for an amateur orchestra

is to play accompaniments to vocal or mstrumental

solos, they learn by that means what they never would

otherwise realise, namely, how to wait. It is the soloist

who sets the tempo, or should do, while the conductor

follows the principal and the orchestra takes its beat

from the conductor.
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Unfortunately some vocalists are not exact in their

methods, and take so many liberties with a song that it

becomes exceedingly difficult to follow them. They
often will turn a crotchet rest into a minim rest and so

get five beats into a bar instead of four, or they will

hurry it up unexpectedly and put only three beats in

instead of four.

Then your friend, the critic, who sits in front will tell

you that your band went " All wrong" somewhere, or

another friend, just as critical, but more cautious, will

ask, "What was the matter with the band?" being

quite unconscious of the fact that the vocalist was at

fault, in breaking up the work in an unreasonable way.

Personally I do not care how much they vary the

tempo of a piece of music, so long as they keep to the

rhythm. In many cases, the possessor of a fine natural

voice makes a public success without having sufficiently

mastered the art of music, as apart from the art of sing-

ing. When playing accompaniments everybody is

counting and all have rests at times, so if the vocalist

takes great liberties it will certainly throw out the band.

The conductor must be absolutely sure of his beat and

give a clear down beat on the first of each bar.

I knew an organist who engaged a lady vocalist for a

recital. She sang her first song in such a way that he

determined to show her, in her next, how it should be

sung, and in spite of her efforts to go her own way, he

literally dragged her through it " by the ears." There

was a scene afterwards a description of which I will

spare you.
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You will sometimes see a conductor beating circles or

ovals ; it is quite impossible to play well together under

such a beat. I have said that members of orchestras

have to count long rests. On one occasion I found that

I had to count 227 bars and then come in on the right

beat of the right bar. Think of trying to do that under

an erratic beat, with very possibly some changes of

tempo during the rest

!

The Emperor of English Conductors, Dr. F. H.

Cowen, is the one I admire most, whatever he does is

right, whatever he omits to do you also may omit to do,

at least that is the measure of my faith in him. How-

ever, he beats the J time of the " Pathetic Symphony "

by Tschaikowsky, (the second movenaent) with two down

beats in each bar, this seems to me to be objectionable

because I am a " fanatic " on the question of " one down

beat in the bar "
; but he is a greater authority than I

am, and may have good reason for doing it.

As to other conductors, there are many really great

authorities, to watch whom, is in itself, a "liberal

education " in conducting, but on the other hand there

are many funny little ways that some of them have, like

that one who the other day told the double bass player,

who had an awkward turn over, not to stop playing, but

hold on to the open C string with the bow and turn

over with his left hand. The point here is that there

was not an open C on the instrument. Many things

arise to amuse and to caution budding conductors, not

the least being want of foresight in making proper

provision for the band and yet expecting to get good
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results without taking the trouble to make them

possible.

Hector Berlioz, in his autobiography, tells the story

of a rehearsal that was so badly managed, that a per-

formance of his " Symphonie Fantastique," which he

was very anxious should be given, had to be abandoned.

He wrote " And thus my plan fell to the ground for the

want of a few stools and desks. . . . Since then I

have taken the utmost pains about the material of my
concerts, having fully realised the disasters which ensue

from neglect of them."

I was once asked to play in an orchestra before an

audience numbering many thousands of people. I

arrived at my position in good time, there were the

Tympani, but there were no sticks, no desk, no music

!

In a hurry four sheets of MS. were procured and handed

to me, one of which had no title. Now it is a little

difficult to identify a drum part without a title ! The desk

I never got, so had to use my pocket knife against a post.

The conductor beat the bar fairly and squarely until

he came to a rallentando, then he omitted the first beat

after a pause and came down, whack ! on what he

considered the second, but which was, to the players

really his first of the bar; the result being that the poor

drummer who had an important entry there, was made

to look stupid in the eyes of the critics who sat in front,

and who thought him a duffer. Whenever I am asked

to play in that band, it is a singular coincidence, but it

happens, I remember a previous engagement ! I mention

this small matter, that conductors may be induced to
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beat the whole bar, and not a portion only, when

conducting an orchestra, and not to run the risk of

failure by want of adequate provision for what they

require to be done ; this is my reason for mentioning

this small matter here.

Another conductor, a most estimable man, beloved

by all who know him, eloquent and learned, full o

valuable information and always ready to bestow it

;

has a strange habit of hovering, baton in air, before

starting, and when everybody is quite ready, the brass

players all with their notes in their heads ; for you

know that on a brass instrument you must " think
''

your note before you can produce it ; he proceeds to

tell us how, when or why the work we are about to play

was composed, what some eminent critic said about it,

or some other information both interesting and instruc-

tive, but which is mostly thrown away because it is not

a favourable moment, and when after the long wait we
start, some have lost their bearings and plunge on the

wrong note, the result being that another start has to be

made. The moral of this little incident being, that

while information is valuable and desirable there is a

proper time and place for it.

The old maxim that " Speech is silvern, silence is

golden," does not mean that we are always to be silent,

but that there is a proper time for most things. We
should be thankful for all the instruction given, but the

time must be favourable.

An orchestra attached to a Choral Society should not

be kept slaving away always at the accompaniments to a
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work without either chorus or principals. It is not fair

to the players, and kills their enthusiasm. A standard

work, such as a Haydn or other Symphony, should

always be at hand to encourage your people.

Now to recapitulate. First catch your players, treat

them with generosity, always have a vocalist at your

rehearsals, or two to sing a duet, this is a splendid

training for both band and singers. Have a pianoforte,

put the names of your players on the programmes, treat

your people with all the respect they deserve and do

not be too sarcastic.

It is better to have the orchestra complete by giving

engagements to professionals and a small fee for

attending rehearsals, as playing with an incomplete band

is very unsatisfactory work.

The great requisite for the conductor, apart from his

musical skill, is what has been well called *'the divine gift

of tact." That is what the orchestral organiser most needs.

There are two other wise sayings that exactly fit the

case. '* Evil is wrought by want of thought as well as

want of heart."

Michael Angelo spent a lot of time in finishing the

fine details of a big work of art, and people said to him
" these things are trifles "

; he replied that ** trifles

make perfection, but perfection is no trifle." Lastly let

me remind you of the definition of genius, attributed to

Dr. Johnson, when he said that " Genius is the capacity

for taking infinite pains."

In reply to discussion:— I quite agree with the re-

marks that have been made, both as to the mark-
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ing of cuts by those who have previously borrowed

the music and have not been kind enough to remove

them, thus causing a great deal of trouble to those wha

follow them ; and as to string players sounding their open

strings (to tune) immediately after playing a piece in a

key unrelated. It is a fault that should be checked.

Imagine a choir asking for the chord to be given on the

piano to tell the audience if they had flattened ! The

effect would be just as painful.

I do not think there is any scarcity of good music for

an orchestra.

As to the need of soft playing from amateur wind,

cheap foreign instruments are sometimes the cause of

coarse tone. Often wind instruments are slightly out of

tune at the ends of their compass, if in tune at the

bottom then they may be out at the top, or vice versa :

the harmonics being difficult to manage. The insides

of the tubes should be very smooth and perfect, or the

results are bad.

I do not agree with one speaker as to "Sol-faing " the

horn part, as players prefer to use the F crook, and sa

have a fixed standard of value in their mind. Com-

posers often make great mistakes in writing for that

awkward instrument ; clarionet music transposed is not

horn music !

One speaker misunderstood what I said about church

orchestras. I once felt personally aggrieved on being

asked to sell, or assist in seUing, a set of instruments

that had been in use in a church for generations. The

object of the sale being to raise funds with which to
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purchase an American organ. All the players being

turned out and instrumental music abolished, to make

way for one instrument and one performer only. It was

thus that our village musicians, and town ones, too,

were killed off in the past, but we hope now for a revival

of interest in that direction, and I shall always be very

glad to render any advice or assistance that I can, to

any young conductor who may be desirous of forming,

an orchestra.
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Appendix, and an Explanatory Index.
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PREFACE.
Thi3 work owes its origin to a great want which has

been felt by amateurs who wished to know something

about the orchestra, and yet could find no practical

book in English conveying the necessary information

about the various instruments, accompaiiied in each case

by an illnstvation, which should enable them to identify

each one. Written to supply this want, it was advisable

not to wearv the reader with too many technicalities,

while omitting no essential point.

Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to the many

who have, by their generous help and advice as well as

their just criticism, encouraged me m my work, and

enabled me to complete it, and more especially to Mr.

A. J. Hipkins, Mr. R. J. White, Mr. H. Grice, Mr.

Algernon Rose, Mr. George Morley, Mr, Arthur Hill

Mr. Klussmann, Mr. A. C. White, and Mr. Schulz-

Curtius; to Miss Ma'bel Goschen, to whom lam in-

debted for help in compiling the index; also to those

who have kindly lent me blocks or photographs for the

purpose of illustration, and whose names will be found

in a separate list.
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8vo, cloth, 5s.

How TO Manage a Choral Society. By N. Kil-

burn, 2nd Edition, post 8vo., 6d.

Wagner's Parsifal and the Bayreuth Fest-Spiel-

haus. By N. Kilburn, cr. 8vo., 6d.

Wagner, A Sketch of his Life and Works, by N.
Kilburn, 6d.

Woman as a Musician, an art Historical Study by
F. R. Ritter, 8vo., is.

iEsTHETics OF MusiCAL Art, or the Beautiful in

Music by Dr. F. Hand, translated by W. E. Lawson,
Mus. Bac, cr. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

Ehlert (Louis), Letters on Music to a Lady, trans-

lated by F. Raymond Ritter, cr. 8vo,, bevelled cloth, gilt

edges, 4s. 6d., plain cloth, 4s.

Cherubini, Memorials illustrative of his Life, by E.
Bellasis, thick crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Berlioz, Life and Letters, from the French bv H.
M. Dunstan, 2 vols., cr. 8vo., cloth, los. 6d. (pub. 21s.

The Bach Letters. Letters of Samuel Wesley,
relating to the Introduction into England of the Works
of Bach. Ed. by E. Wesley. 2nd Edition, 8\ o. cl,, 2S. 6d.

Mezzotints in Modern Music, Brahms, Tchaikov-
sky, Chopin, Strauss. Liszt, and Wagner, By Jas. Hune-
ker, cr. 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 7s. 6d.

Sketches of English Glee Composers, Historical,

Biographical and Critical (From about 1735-1866), by D.
Baptie, post 8vo, cloth, 5s.

Life of Robert Schumann, with Letters, 1833-1852,
by von Wasielewski, Translated by A. L. Alger, with
Preface by W, A. Barrett, B. Mus. cr. 8vo, cloth,

8s. 6d.
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Franz Liszt, by T. Carlaw Martin, 6d.

Half a Century of Music in England, 1837-1887,
By F. Hueffer, 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. (pub. 8s. 6d.)

Templeton and Malibran : Reminiscences of these
Renowned Singers, with Original Letters and Anecdotes,
3 Authentic Portraits by Mayall, 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

Balfe, His Life and Works, by W. A. Barrett, cr.

8vo, bevelled cloth, 3s. 6d. (pub. 7s. 6d.)

Statham (H. H.), Form and Design in Music, a

Brief Outline of the ^Esthetic conditions of the Art,

addressed to general Readers (in a readable Literary
lorm ... in everyday language), 8vo, cloth, 2s.

(pub. 5s.)

Beethoven, by Richard Wagner, with a Supplement
from the Philosophical Works of Arthur Schopenhauer,
trans, by Edward Dannreuther, 2nd Ed., cr. 8vo, cl., 6s.

Chopin, Life of, by Franz Liszt, new and very much
Enlarged Edition, Englished in full now for the first time
by John Broadhouse, cr. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Wagner, Der Ring des Nibelungen, being the story

concisely told of Das Rhinegold, Die Waliciire, Siegfried

and Gotterdammerung, by N. Kilburn, post 8vo, gd.

Box (C), Church Music in the Metropolis, its Past
and present Condition, with Notes Critical and Explana-
tory, post 8vo, cloth, 3s.

The Past and the Future, Inaugural Lecture at
Gresham College, Nov. i8go, by J. Frederick Bridge
Mus. Doc, cr. 8vo, sewed, 6d.

English Hymn Tunes from the i6th Century to the
Present Time, by the Rev. A. W. Malim, containing 2i

Musical Illustrations, 8vo, sewed, is.

Beethoven, Life of, by Louis Nohl, translated by
John J. Lalor, 2nd Edition, cr. 8vo, bevelltd cloth, gilt

edges, 3s. 6d.

English Glee and Madrigal Writers, by W. A..

Barrett, bvo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
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Beethoven Depicted by his Contemporaries, by
Ludwig Nohl, translated by E. Hill, and Edition, th;ci-.

cr. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

educational-
Dictionary OF Musicians, (Cocks') New and En-

larged Edition brought completely up to date, post 8vo,

sewed, is., cloth, is. 6d.

Music, A First Book for Beginners embodying the
most recent English and Contmental Teachmg by a
Professor [Alfred Whittingham]

,
post 8vo, 4d.

The two principal objects kept in view in writing this little book were
Thoroughness of Definition and Regular Order in ihe arrangement of Sub-
jects. It differs from all other similar Works in that all the Technical
Terms in Music are introduced in the Answers not in the Questions.

Counterpoint : A Simple and Intelligible Treatise,
Containing the most Important Rules of all Text Books,
in Catechetical Form

;
(Forming an Answer to the

Question " What is Counterpoint ? ") Intended for Be-
gmners. By A. Livingstone Hirst, cr. 8vo, sewed; gd.

Manual of Musical History, from the Epoch o*

Ancient Greece to our present time by Dr. F. L. Ritter'

2nd Edition, cr. 8vo, cL, 2s. 6d.

On Conducting, by Richard Wagner, translated by
E. Dannreuther, Second Edition, cr. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

Music in England, by Dr.F. L. Ritter, cr. 8vo, cl.,6s.

Music in America, by Dr. F. L. Ritter, cr. 8vo,
bevelled cloth, 7s. 6d.

DUDLEY BUCK'S Complete Pronouncing Dictionary of

Musical Terms. By Dr. Dudley Buck. Tliird Edition with

the Pronunciation of each Term accurately given, cr, 8yo, paper
cover 6d., (cloth Is).

The Student's Helmholtz, Musical Acoustics or

the Phenomena of Sound as connected with Music, by

John Broadhouse, with more than 100 Illustrations, 3rd

Edition, cr. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

The Student's History of Music. History f

Music, from the Christian Era to the present time by Dr.

F. L. Ritter. 3rd Edition, thick cr. 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

Harmony and the Classification of Chords, with
Questions and Exercises, by Dr. J. H. Lewis, Vol. i,

8vo, boards, cloth back, 5s.
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Elementary Music. A book for Beginners, by Dr.
Westbrook, with Questions and Vocal Exercises, Thir-
teenth Edition, IS., (cloth, is. 6d).

Purity in Music, by A. F. Thibaut. Translated
by J. Broadhouse. SciiUinann says: "A tine book about
music, read it frequently." Crown 8vo., cloth, 2S. 6d.

Life and Works of Handel. By A. Whittingham.
IS. (cloth, IS. 6d.)

Life and Works of Mozart. By A. Whittingham.
IS. (cloth, IS. 6d.)

Exercises on General Elementary Music. A
Book for Beginners, by K. Paige, 4th Edition, Part I.

price gd.,Part II. price is. (2 parts complete in cloth, 2/4
The Musical Times speaks in the highest terms of this work.

Dr. Ahn's First French Course. Edited by S»
Bartlett (Head Master Mercers' and Stationers' School),
Post 8vo., cloth, IS. 6d.

The Harmonising of Melodies, A Text-Book for

Students and Beginners, by H. C. Banister, cr. 8vo, 2s.

Musical Shorthand for Composers, Students of
Harmony, Counterpoint, etc., can be written very
rapidly and is more legible than printed music, with
Specimens from Bach, Handel, Chopin, Wagner, Men-
delssohn, Spohr, Mozart, etc., by Francis Taylor, 14
pages, i2mo, 6d.
" Composers and Students of Music expend a vast amount of time in mere

painful mechanism." We have only six totally uLlike signs. These from
their simplicity can ba written with great rapidity, one dip of the pen suffic-

ing for an entire page, and the writing being as legible as possible.

—

Preface.-

WORKS ON THE PIANQkQRTE, &c.

Greater Works of Chopin, (Polonaises, Mazurkas,
Nocturnes, etc.) and how they should be played, by

J. Kleczynski, translated by Miss N. Janotha and
edited by Sutherland Edwards, with Portrait, Facsimile,

etc, cr. 8vo, cloth, 5s.

Music and Musicians, Essays and Criticisms, by
Robert Schumann, translated, edited and annotated by
F. R. Kitter, Portrait of Robert Schumann, photo-
graphed from a Crayon by Bendemann, First Series,.

Sixth Edition, thici< cr. 8vo, cloth, 8s. 6d.

Ditto, 2nd Series, 2nd Edition, thick cr. 8vo, cl.,ios. 6d.
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Ehrenfechter (C. a.), Technical Study in the art of

Pianoforte Playing (Deppe's principles), with numerous
ilhistrations, fourth edition, cr. 8vo, bevelled cl., 2S. 6d.

An Essay on the Theory and Practice of Tuning
IN General, and on Schiebler's Invention of Tuning
Pianofortes and Organs by the Metronome in Particular,

Trans, by A. Welirhan, sewed, is.

The Art of Modulation, A Hand-book Showing at

a Glance the Modulations from one Key to any other on
the Octave, etc., Edited by Carh Zoeller, 2nd Edition,

roy. 8vo, paper, 23. 6d. or cloth, 4s.

Ehrenfechter (C. A.), Delivery in the Art of Piano-
forte Playing, on Rhythm, Measure, Phrasing, Tempo
cr. 8vo, cloth, 2S.

Beethoven's Pianoforte Sonatas Explained by
Ernst von Elterlein trans, by E. Hill, with Preface by
Ernst Pauer, entirely new and revised edition (the

Fifth), with Portrait, Facsimile and View of House, cr.

8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Beethoven's Symphonies in their Ideal Significance,

explained by Ernst von Elterlein, translated by Francis
Weber, with an account of the facts relating to Beet-

hoven's loth Symphony, by L. Nohi, Second Edition^

with Portrait, cr. 8vo, cloth, 3?. 6d.

Beethoven's Symphonies Critically discussed by
A. T. Teetgen. Second Edition, cloth, 33. 6d.

The Deppe Finger Exercises for rapidly develop-

ing an Artistic Touch in Pianoforte Playing, carefully

arranged, classified and explained bv Amy Fay, English
Fingering, folio, is. 6d. (Continental Fingering, is. 6d.)

How TO Play Chopin. The Works of Chopin and
their proper Interpretation. By Kleczynski, translated

by A. VVhittingham, 5th. Ed., Woodcut and Music Illus.

Post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Schumann's Rules and Maxims for young Musi-
cians. 4d.

Practice Register for Pupil's Daily Practice. A
specimen, id., or is. 4d. per 100.

.Reeves' Vamping Tutor, Art of Extemporaneous
Accompaniment or Playing by ear on the Pianoforte,

rapidly enabling anyone having an ear for music (with

or without any knowledge of musical notation), to
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accompanv Waltzes, Polkas, Songs, and with equal
facility in any key, with practical examples, including;

Ma Normandi (in 0), Ldla's a Lady, The bwiss Boy,
Home, Sweet Home, Blue Bells of Scotland, Nancy
Dawson, Ma Normandi (in A), The Miller of ihe Dea
by Francis Taylor, folio, 2s.

The Great Classic for the Piano.

Bach (j. S.), 48 Preludes and 48 Fugues in all the
major and minor keys in 2 vols, folio, 3s. each (or in i

vol, stiff covers, cloth back, 7s. 6d.

Mozart's Don Giovanni, a Commentary, from the
3rd French Edition of Charles Gounod, by W. Clark
and J. T. Hutchinson, cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Tuning the Pianoforte.— Smith (Hermann), The
Art of Tuning the Pianoforte, a New and Comprehen-
sive Treatise to enable the musician to Tune his Pf.

upon the System founded on the Theory of Equal Tem-
perament, cr. 8vo, limp cloth, New Ed. thoroughly

revised, 2s.

A History of Pianoforte Music, With Critical

Estimates of its Greatest Masters and Sketches of

their Lives, by John C. Fillmore, cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Transposition at Sight, For Students of the Organ
and Pianoforte, by H. Ernst Nichol, 2nd Edition, cr.

8vo, sewed, is., cloth, is. 6d.

THE VIOLIN.

Information for Flayers, Owners, Dealers and
Makers of Bow Instruments, also for String Manu-
facturers, taken from Personal Experiences, Studies

and Observations, by William Hepworth, with Illustra-

tions of Stainer and Guarnerius Violins, etc., cr. 8vo,

cloth, 2s. 6d,

Notice of Anthc ny Stradivari, the celebrated Vio-
lin Maker known by the name o^ Stradivarius,preceded
by Historical and Critical Researches on the Origin and
Tiansformations of Bow Instruments,and followed by a
Theoretical Analysis of the Bow, etc., by F. J. Fetis,

translated by J. Bishop, Facsimile, 8vo, cloth, 5s.

Biographical Dictionary of Fiddlers, including
Performers on the Violoncello and Double Bass, Past
and Present, containing a Sketch of their Artistic

Career, together with Notesof their Compositions, by A.
Mason Clarke, with 9 portraits, post 8vo, bevelled cl., 5s.
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How TO Make a Violin, Practically Treated, 2 Fold-
ing Plates andmany Illustrations, by J. Broadhouse,
cr. 8vo, bevelled cloth, 3s. 6d.

Violin Manufacture in Italy and its German
Origin, by Dr. E. Schebek, translated by W. E.
Lawson, 8vo., sewed, is.

Sketches of Great Violinists and Great Pianists*
Biographical and Anecdotal, with Account of the Violin

and Early Violinists (Viotti, Spohr, Paganini, De Beriot,

Ole Bull, Clementi, Moscheles, Schumann (Robert and
Clara), Chopin, Thalberg, Gottschalk, Liszt), by G. T.
Ferris ; Second Edition, bevelled cloth, 3s 6d. (or gilt

edges, 4s. 6d.)

Facts about Fiddles, Violins Old and New. By J.
Broadhouse, 3rd Edition, 6d.

Technics of Violin Playing. By Karl Courvoisier.
With Illustrations, 4th Edition, paper is. (or cloth, thick

paper, 2s. 6d.) Highly commended byjoachmi.

How TO Play the Fiddle, for Beginners on the
Violin. ByH.W. and G.Gresswell, 4th edition, is. ,(cl, 2S.)

Autobiography of Louis Spohr. 2 vols in i, thick
8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. (pub. 15s.)

Treatise on the Structure and Preservation of
the Violin and all other Bow Instruments, together
with an account of the most celebrated makers and of

the genuine characteristics of their Instruments, by J. A.

Otto, with additions by J. Bishop, cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s.

ORGAN WORKS.
Analysis of Mendelssohn's Organ Works, a Study

of their Structural Features, for the use of Students,

127 Musical Examples, portrait and facsimiles, cr. 8vo,

bevelled cloth, 4s. ^d.

Organists Quarterly Journal of Original Compo-
sitions. Edited by Dr. W. Spark, non-subscribers, 5s.

net, per part. For Contents see end of Catalogue.

New Series Volume, 160 large pages, oblong folio, bound
in cloth, i8s.

Rinks Practical Organ School: A New Edition,

Carefully Revised. The Pedal Part printed on a separ-

ate Staff, and the Preface, Remarks and Technical
Terms translated from the German, expressly for this
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edition by John Hiles. The Six Books Complete, hand-

somely bound in red cloth, gilt ed^es, ob. folio, los. 6d.

(issued at 20s.), or the six parts 7s. 6d. (issued at 6s. each.)

Organs and Organists in Parish Churches, A
Handbook of the Law relating to the Custody, Control

and Use of Organs, and to the Position, Lights, and
Disabilities of Organists, to which is Added a Chapter
on the Hiring of Pianos, and on " The Three Years
System," by William C. A. Blow, M.A., Oxon., of the

Inner Temple, Esq. , Barrister-at-Law, cr. 8vo, cl. , 2S. 6d.

A Short History of the Organ, Organists, and
Services of the Chapel of AUeyn's College, Dulwich,
with Extracts from the Diary of the Founder, by W. H.
Stocks, cr. 8vo, sewed, is.

The Influence of the Organ in History. By
Dudley Buck, is.

Henry Smart's Organ Compositions Analysed.
By J. Broadhouse, cr. Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

Reform in Organ Building, by Thomas Casson, 6d.

The Organ, Its Compass, Tablature, and Short
and Incomplete Octaves, by John W, Warman, A.C-G.,
imp. Svo, sewed, 3s. 6d. or boards, cloth back, 4s. 6d.

Catechism for the Harmonium and American Organ,
by John Hiles, post Svo, sewed, is.

RiMBAULT (Dr. E. F.), The Early English Organ
Builders and their Works, from the 15th Century to the

Period of the Great Rebellion, an unwritten chapter on
the History of the Organ, Well printed, with woodcutSj
post Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

VOICE AND SINGING

Twelve Lessons on Breathing and Breath Con-
trol, for Singers, Speakers and Teachers, by Geo. E.
Thorp, crown Svo, limp cloth, is.

Twenty Lesscns on the Development of the
Voice, or Singeis Speakers and Teachers, by Geo. E.
Thorp, crown Fvo, lin-p cloth, is.

50 Musical Hints to Clergymen. Management of
Breath, Classification of Male Voices, Management of
the Voice, The Service, with twenty specially written
Exercises by Geo. F. Grover, is.
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Catechism of Part Singing and the Choral Ser-
vices. By John Hiles, 3rd Edition, thick post 8vo, price is.

Advice to Singers on every point of interest in reference to the Vocal Organs

The Throat in its Relation to Singing, a series,

of Popular Papers by Whitfield Ward, A.M., M.D. With
engravings, cloth, 3s. 6d.

How TO Sing an English Ballad. By E. Philp>
7th Edition, 6d.

Vocal Exercises for Choirs and Schools. By Dr*
Westbrook, 2d.

Rudiments of Vocal Music. With 42 Preparatory
Exercises, Rounds and Songs in the Treble Clef, by
T. Mee Pattison, 2nd Ed., 4d.

Some Famous Songs, an Art Historical Sketch. By
F. R. Ritter. is.

Voice Production and Vowel Enunciation, by
F. F. Mewburn Levien, Diagrams by Arthur C.Behrend^
post 8vo, 6d.

Position and Action in Singing, a Study of the
True Conditions of Tone, a Solution of Automatic (Ar-

tistic) Breath Control, by Edmund J. Myer, cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

National School of Opera in England ; being The
Substance of a Paper read before the Licentiates o£
Trinity College, March, 1882, by Frank Austin, postSvo,
sewed, 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Lord Chesterfield's Letters to his Son.—Edited
with Occasional Elucidatory Notes, Translations of all

the Latin, French and Italian Quotations, and a Bio-

graphical Notice of the Author. By Chas. Stokes Carey

j

2 vols, cr. 8vo, bevelled cloth, los. 6d.

Flagellation and the Flagellants, A History
of the Rod, in all Countries by the Rev, W. M. Cooper.
Plates and Cuts, thick cr. 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. (pub. 12s. 6d.)

CLASSICAL WORKS.
Edited by Prof. Anthon.

Anthon's Horace, Edited by Rev. James Boyd,.
LL.D., thick post 8vo, 5s. 6d.
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Aijthon's Homer's Iliad, First Three Books, Ediied
by B. Davies, LL.D., thick post 8vo, 5s. 6d.

Anthon's Caesar's Commentaries, Edited by Rev.
G. B. Wheeler, thick post 8vo, 4s, 6d.

Anthon's Eclogues and Georgics of Virgil, with
English Notes, Critical and Explanatory, and a Metrical

Index, post 8vo, price 4s. 6d.

Anthon's Sallust, Edited by Rev. J. Boyd, L.L.D.,
post Svo, 4s. 6d.

Anthon's Juvenal and Persius' Satires, Edited
by J. T. Wbeeler, post Svo, 4s. 6d.

Anthon's Cicero's Orations, with English Com-
mentary and Historical, Geographical and Legal In-

dexes, Revised and Edited by Rev. G. B. Wheeler, post

8vo, 4S. 6d.

Life of David Garrick, by J. Smyth, post 8vo,
boards, is.

Rudiments of Greek Grammar, by K. Wettenhall,
D.D., translated by Rev. G. N. Wright, numerous anno-
tations and Questions for Examination, by Rev. G. B.
Wheeler, 3s.

How TO Understand Wagner's " Ring of the
NiBELUNG," being the Story and a Descriptive Analysis
of the " Rheingold," the "Valkyr," "Siegfried" and
the " Dusk of the Gods," with a number of Musical
Examples by Gustave Kobbe, Sixth Edition, post Svo
cloth, 3s, 6d.

"To be appreciated in the smallest wa Wagner must studie in>

advance."

—

Illustrated London News.

Rational Accompaniment to the Psalms by F. Gil-
bert Webb, post Svo, 6d.

How to Play from Score.—Treatise on Accom-
paniment from Score on the Organ or Pianoforte, by~^

F. J. Fetis, trans, by A. Whittingham, ci. bvo, cloth

%s, 6d.
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Choir Lists for Sunday Services.

No. I. Morning and Evening, printed in red, is. 4d.
per 100.

No. 2. Morning, Afternoon, and Evening, printed in

red, IS. 6d. per loo.

No. 3. Morning and Evening, printed in red and
black, IS. 8d. per loo.

No. 4. Morning and Even., 'printed in red is. 6d.

per 100.

No. 5. Quarto Size, Matins, Litany, Holy Com-
munion, First Evensong, Second Evensong, Gothic
Letter, printed in red, 6d. per dozen, 3s. per 100.

Choir Attendance Register, 8vo, cloth.

No. I. Ruled for a Choir of 20 or less, for one year,
beginning at any date, is. 6d.

No. 2. Ruled for a Choir of 40 or less, or one year,
beginning at any date, 2s.

No. 3. Ruled for a choir of 60 or less, for one year,
beginning at any date, 2S. 6d.

Performing Edition.

The Creation, A Sacred Oratorio composed by
Joseph Havdn, Vocal Score, The Pianoforte Accom-
paniment arranged and the whole edited by G. A.

Macfarren, Svo, paper covers, 2S., boards, 2S. 6d., scarlet

cloth, 4s.

Sixty Years of Music : A Record of the Art in Eng-
land during the Victorian Era, containing 70 Portrait,

of the most Eminent MusicianSj oblong quarto, boards,

cloth back, 2S. 6d.

From Lyre to Muse, A History of the Aboriginal
Union of Music and -Poetry, By J. Donovan, or. Svo,

cloth, 2S. 6d.
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KING'S ROYAL ALBUMS, Nos. 1 and 2.

NATIONAL AND PATRIOTIC SONG ALBUM.
With Pf. Ace, containing^ the tollowiug popular pieces,

in 2 Bks., IS. each.
Book 1. Book 2.

God Save the King Hearts ot Oak
God Bless the Prince ofWales Stand United

^

There's a Land (Dear Eng- The Cause of England's
[land Greatness

Victoria - The Last Rose of Summer
God Bless our Sailor Prince The Leather Bottle

Here's a Health unto His Home, Sweet Home
[Majesty Three Cheers for the Red

Lord of the Sea White and Blue
Roast Beef of Old England The Minstrel Boy
The Blue Bells of Scotland The British Grenadiers
Tom Bowling Auld Lang Syne
Come Lassies and Lads Rule Britannia
Ye Mariners of England
The Bay of Biscay

King's Royal Albums, No. 3 Price 1/-

lo MARCHES FOR THE PIANO. BY J.
P SOUSA.

1. The Washington Post. 7. Our Flirtation.

2. Manhatton Beach. 8. March past of the Rifle

3. The Liberty Bell. Regiment.
4. High School Cadets. 9. March past of the

5. The Belle of Chicago. National Fencibles.

6. The Corcoran Cadets. 10. Semper Fidelis.

King's Royal Album, No. 4. Price 1/-

SIX ORGAN PIECES FOR CHURCH USE.
Edited by William Smallwood.

With Ped. Obb., Selections from rarely known works.
1. Moderate con moto 4. Andante Religioso
2. Adagio Expressivo 5. Andante con moto
3. Andante Moderato 6. Lento Cantabile

King's Royal Album, No. 5. Price 1/-

SMALLWOOD'S ESMERALDA ALBUM FOR PIANO.
Belgium (Galop). Esmeralda (Transcription
Belle of Madrid (Tempi di on Levey's Popular Song)^

Polka). Placid Stream (Morceau).
Emmeline (Galop). The Seasons (Galop).
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King's Royal Album, No. 6. Price 6d.

BALFE'S ROSE OF CASTILLE, 6 Favourite Melodies.

easily arranged for the Pianoforte by E. F. Rimbault.
1. Convent Cell (The).
2. 'Twas Rank and Fame.
3. Tho' fortune darkly o'er me frown.

4. I am a simple Muleteer.

$ I'm not the Queen.
6. List to the Gay Castanet.

Popular Part Songs.
1. Merrily goes the Mill, by T. B. Southgate, id.

2. Take, O Take those Lips away, Part Song for

S.A.T.B. by Claude E. Cover, A.R.C.O., i^d.

3. Pack Clouds Away, for S.A.T.B., by Claude E.
Cover, A.R.C.O., 2d.

4. Summer Roses, for S.A.T.B., by G. Rayleigh
Vicars, 2d.

5. Erin, Dear Erin, for T.A.T.B., by Churchill
Sibley, 2d.

Modern Church Music.
1. Easter Anthem, "Jesus Lives 1 " by Rev. T.

Herbert Spinney, price 2d.

2. Anthem tor Whitsuntide and General Use, "Come
Holy Ghost our Souls Inspire," by Thomas
Adams, F.R.C.O., price 2d.

3. Story of the Ascension, by Rev. John Napleton,
price i|d.

4. Anthem, "God so Loved the World," by J. Jamoo-
neau, price 2d.

5. Magnificat in B flat, by Thomas Adacis, F.R.C.O.,
Price 3d.

6. Nunc Dimittis in B flat, by Thomas Adams,
F.R.C.O., Price 2d.

7. Four Kynes, by Charles Steggall, Berthold Tours,
E. J. Hopkins, J. M. W. Young, price i^d.

8. Te Deum, by T. E. Spinney, i|^d.

9. Anthem, " I am the Good Shepherd," by G.
Rayleigh Vicars, 2d.

10. Story of the Cross, Music by H.Clifton Bowker, 2d.

3.2. Story of the Cross, Music by Dr. Geo. Prior, 2d.
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The Organists Quarterly Joujmal

®f ©riginal ffiomp0aition5*
Founded by DR, Wm. SPARK, Late organist, Town Hall, Leeds

Non-subscribers, s/- each. Subscription, 10/6 for 4 issues.

New Series, Volume, containing 160 large pages, bound in

cloth, IBs.

Part 12. Mew Series
1. In Memoriam - - Rev. Geof. C. Rylv. M.A., Mus. Bac. Oxon.
2. Toccata G. B. Polleri.
3. Overture from Epiptiany .... Alfred King, M.L».

Part XI., New Series.
1. Prelude and Fugue witii Postlude - E. A. Chamberlayne.
2. Prelude and Fugue **• Young.
3. Fugue Archibald Donald.
4. Fugue William Hope.

Part 10, New Series.
1. Fugue - Archibald Donald.
2. Prelude and Fugue with Postlude - - E. A. Chamberlayne-
3. Prelude and Fugue .... - - F. Young.

Part g, New Series.

1. Andante con Moto - - - W. A. Montgomery, L.T.C.L
2. Fantasia In E minor - - - - Cuthbert Harris, Mus. B.,

3. Postlude at Ephes. V. v. 19. ^i tlbi placeat, Mihl con displicet

W.CoNRADi,(Y.oi B. i8i6',Paul'sOrg.St.Churcb,Sohwerin i/mGermany
4. Harvest March Henry J. Poole,

Part 8, Hew Series.

1. Scherzo Minuet W.Mullineux, Organistof the Town Hall, Bolton.

2. Introduction to the Hymn on the Passion, O Haupt Vol! Blut und
Wunden "

W. Conradi. Organist Paul s Church, Schwerin, Germany,
3. Thesis and Antithesis, or Dispute, Appeasement, Conciliation

Wi Conradi, Organist Paul's Church. Schwerin, Germany.
4. Carillon in E - Cuthbert Harris, Mus. B.,F.R.CO., &c.

5. Andante "Hope" Inglis Bervon.
6. Orchestral March in C

James Crapper. L. Mus., Organist of the Parish Ch., Kirkcudbright,

Part 7, New Series.

I. Andante Grazioso In G- - - Chas. E. Melville, F.R.CO.
a. Polish Song, Arranged for the organ by Percival Garrett. - Chopin.

3. Introduction, Variations, and Finale on the Hymn Tune " Rock-
ingham.' Ch. R. Fisher, Mus. B.

4. Two Soft Movements W. C. Filby, I.S.M.
I. "Esp6rance." 2. " Tendrerse."

J. Andante in A Sat
W. Griffiths, Mus. B , Org. of St. Sepulchre Church, Northampton.

6. Fugue. 4 Voice, 3 Subjects Dr. J. C. Tilly.
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The Organist's Quarterly Journal [cont.).

Part 6, Hew Series.
I. Con Moto Moderato in C

Orlando A. Mansfield, Mus.B., F.R.C.O.
3. TsMPo Di Menuetto Geo. H, Ely.
3. L/JRGE IN Memoriam, REGINALD Adkins - J. E. Adkins, F.R.C.O.
4. Andante iu F R. H. Heath.
j. Aberystwyth Offertoire - - - - J. G. Mountford.
6. Andante in D (Priere) ... E. Evelyn Barron, M.A.

Part 8, New Series.
1. Allegretto Scherzando in A flat - - - W. E. Ashmall.
2. Andante Relig:oso in G Dr J, Bradford.
3 March Pomposo in E flat - . . . Charles Darnton.
4. Andante Con Moto "Twilight" - - Ch. R. Fisher, Mus.B.
5. Minuet in F WE. Belchkr, F.R.C.O

Part i, New Series.
I. Andante Moderato F. Read.
9. Preludk AND Fugue in D minor - - - E. A. Chamberlayne.
3. Sketch ....... Arthur Geo. Colborn.
4. Fugue James Turfin.
5 Allegro Charles H. Fisher.
6. Marche Mystique '^.

'Iheme by Roland, de Lassus.—A Relic of Ancient Times.

Part 3, New Series'.

1. Minuet AND Trio in F - - Ed. J. Bellerby, Mus. tJ., Oxon.
2. '• Dundee "(" or French ") - - . - John P. Attwater.
3. Adagio. An Elegy in G minor - - Chas. R. Fisher, Mus. B-

4. Anbante. a major F. Hone.
5. Allegro, D minor ------- Geo. Minns (Ely).

Parts, New Series.
1. Toccata Fantasia (S/wrfy tM C wjiwor) - - - E. T. Driffiel.
2, Andante Grazioso W. Faulkes.
s. Marche Funebre Arthur Wanderer.
4. Andante Semplice E. A. Chamberlayne.
5. Festal March A. W. Ketelbey.

Part 1, New Series.
1. Offertoire in A minor - - - Fred. W. Dal (Leipzig).

2. Second Fantasia on Scotch Airs - - - William Spark.

3. Adeste Fideles with Vaiiationb and Fugue) - Charles Hunt.
4. iNTBRMEaZO G. TOWNSHEND URIFFIELD.

Part 103, July 1894.

1. PosTLUDE in G . - - . Frederick W. Holloway,F.CO
2. Suwe: No. i, Prelude ; No. 2, Berceuse; No. 3, Toccata '^^g^J'^^

Laurent Parodi (Genoa
3. Nocturne William Lockett.
4. Andante Pastorale in B minor Jacob Bradford; Mus. D., Oaon
5. Introductory Voluntary - - - Albert W. Ketelbey,

. Fugue R. J. Rowe, L.R.A.M.

LONDON WILT lAM REEVES, 83 CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.



Note the Price, PENCE not SHILLINGS
POPULAR AND COPYRIGHT MUSIC.

Full Music Size, Well Printed and Critically Correct.
ISSUED BY

OD- WILLIAM REEVES. OD
^ (Postage Ad. each.) (Postage id. each.) ^

VOCAL.
Always do as I do
Angels at the Casement, A flab

Banner of the King
Barney O'Hea ...

Bay of Biscay ...

Border Lands (Sacred)
Borderer's Cballenge ...

Cat in the Chimney
Child's Good Morning ...

Child's Good Night
Come into the Garden Maud ...

Dawn of Heaven
Diver, The
God Save the King
Hearts of Oak ...

Honey Are You True to Me (Coon Song)
Lady Clara Vere de Vere
Last Rose of Summer ...

Sharing the Burden
Tom Bowling

PIANOFORTE.
A la Yalse
Belgium Galop ...

Berceuse
Blumenlied
Bridal Chorus and Wedding March ...

Charming Mazurka
Chinese Patrol March ...

Cloches du Monastere ...

Edelweiss
Emmeline Galop
Fille du Kegiment
Flying Dutchman (La Vaisseau Fantome)
Forward March
Four Humoreaques

:

Valse in D, No. 1

Minuetto in A minor. No. 2

Allegretto, No. 3 ...

Allegro Alia Burla, No. 4
French Air (easy)

Funeral March ...

German Air (eaty)

Grand March of the Warriors
II Corricolo Galop (easily arranged)

Tinney
W. M. Hutchison

H. Fortesqiie

S. Lover

J. Davey
Miss Lindsay

H.J. Stark

L. Kirigsmill

0. Barri

0. Barri

Balfe
Buotietti

E. J. Loder

Dr. Jno. Bull

Dr. W. Boyce]

Lindsay Lennox
iV!iss Lindsay

Thos. Moore

J. E. Webster

C. DJbdin

Rneckel

Smallivood

Roechel

Gustav Lang
Wagner
Gunsi

D. Pecorini

Leftb re-Wely
Gtistav Lange
Smallivood

Oesten

Wagner '•

E. H. Su g.

Grieg
Qrieg

Grieg

Grieg

T. Valentine

Grieg

T. Valentine

H. V. Lewis

L. Mullen



143.

247.

211.

163.

385.

147.

148.

301.

375.

196.

Cheap Music (continued).

—

304. Irish Air (easy)
303. Italian Air (easy)
133. Kassala Gavotte
171. Khartoum Quick March
24,6. Liberty Bell March
135. Little Dear Gavotte
162. Lohengrin
136. Maiden's Prayer
137. March in E flat

140. May-Day Galopade
141. Mazurka

Melodie ...

Melody in F
Minuetto
Mountain Echo March
Narcissus
Placid Stre-tm ...

103. Queenie (Intermezzo)
165. Rienzi

Scherzino
Scotch Air (easy)

Seasons Galop ...

Silvery Echoes ...

394. Soldiers' Chorus (Faust)
381. Sonatina in F ...

380. Sonata in G
302. Spanish Air (easy)

378. Stephanie Gavotte
Tannhauser
Tarantella
Washington Post March (easy arrange-

ment by Edwin Lansdale)
Woodland Echoes

DANCE.
Amorosa Mazurka
Blue Bells Sohottieche
British Army Polka
Cosmopolitan Quadrille

Cyprus Polka
Electric Waltz ...

Esmeralda Waltz
Fancy Dress Ball Quadrille ...

Horse Guards Schottische

Lucifer Polka
Munich Polka ...

Roseland Waltz
PIANO DUETS.

March of the Cameron Men ...

Marche des Croates
Minnie, or Lillv Dale ...

VIOLIN.
170. March St. Olavo

166.

150-

290.

291.

388.

387.

382.

161.

127.

101.

397.

-395.

386.

102.

144.

366.

156.

155.

159.

T. Valentine

T. Valentins

H. WilcocTc

F. P. Rahottini

Sousa
F. Astrella

Waoner
Badarazewska
L. B. Mallett

J. Gungl
Badarazewska
Roeckel

Kuhinstein

Grieg

G. Garibaldi
J

Nevin
Smalkvood
P. D' Orsay
Wagner
Roeckel

T. Valentine

Smallwood
Blake

Gounod
Beethoven

Beethoven
T. Valentine

A. Czibulka
Wagner
L. B. Mallett

J. P. Sousa
Wyrnan

A. E. Oswald
S. Leslie

Alec Carlton

L. Gautier

tScotson Clark
H. Klein

S. Osborne

Posenberg

S. Leslie

H. Klein

Jos. Gungl
Marietta Lena

A. Mullen

A. Mullen
A. Mullen

F. James
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Published by W. REBYES,

83, Charing Cross Road W.CBooks on Freemasonry ^•"'""•«<"'>' ™- «^«vbs,

12mo, red cloth, gilt, 323 pp., ^/6.
Carlile (R.), Manual of Freemasonry, containing the First

Three Degrees, The Royal Arch and Knights' Templar
Druids, The Degrees of Mark Man, Mark Master, Architect,

Grand Architect., etc., etc.

12mo. blue cloth, gilt, 374 pp., 3/6. "" 77"
Fellows (J.), Mysteries of Freemasonry; or, An Exposition

of the Religious Dogmas and Customs of the Ancient

Egyptians ; showing, from the origin, nature and objects of

the rites and ceremonies of remote antiquity, their identity

with the Order of Modern Masonry, with some remarks on

the Metamorphosis of Apuleius, witJi numerous illustrative

woodcuts.

12mo, green cloth, gilt, 254 pp., 3/6.
Ritual and Illustrations of iPreemasonry, accompanied by

very numerous engravinga,Rud a Key to the Phi Beta Kappa.

8vo, sewed, 2 6 pp., 1/-

Investigation into the Cause of the Hostility of the Church
of Rome to Freemasonry, and an Inquiry into Freemasonry
as it Was, and Is : with a Criticism as to how far the Order
fulfils its Functions, by the Author of " The Text Book of

Freemasonry." __^^__
Post 8vo, sewed, 48 pp., 1/-

Joachin and Boaz ; or, an Autheniic Key to the Door of

Freemasonry , both Ancient and Modern.

Post 8vo, sewed, 50 pp., i/-

Three Distinct Knocks at the Door of the Most Ancient
Freemasonry.

8vo, sewed, 1/-

The Origin of Freemasonry, or the 1717 Theory Exploded
by C. J. Paton.

8vo, paper, 2/6 (post free 3/-)

Weisse (John A.), The Obelisk of Freemasonry, according
to the Discoveries of Belzoni and Commander Gorringe :

also Egyptian Symbols compared with those discovered in

American Mounds.
Fifth thousand, 12mo, cloth 1/-

Focket Lexicon of Freemasonry, by W. J. Morris, 18*

P.D.D.G.M., St. Lawrence, District and Past Inspector
Gen. Royal and Select Masters

Z I I2mo, cloth, 62 pp., 2/~-

Fox (T. L.), Freemasonry ; An Account of the Early History
of Freemasonry in England, with Illustrations of the
Principles and Precepts advocated by that Institution.

The above Post Free on receipt of remittance
for price named.
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Books on Freemasonry
Published by W. REEVES,
83, Charing Cross Road, W.C.

12mo, blue cloth, red edges, 270 pp. 5/-

Text Book of Freemasonry ; a Complete Handbook of In-

struction to all the Workings in the Various Mysteries an<d

Ceremonies of Craft Masonry, containing the Entered
Apprentice, Fellow-craft, and Master Mason's degrees ; the
Ceremony of Installation of the W. Master and Officers of the
Lodge, together with the whole of the Three Lectures ; also

the Ceremony of Exhaltation in the Supreme Order of the
Holy Royal Arch, a Selection of Masonic Songs, etc., illus-

trated with four engravings of the TRACING BOARDS, by
" A Member of the Craft," new and revised edition.

Ditto, Ditto, on thin paper, bound in leather pocket-book
style, 5s.

The Three Tracing Boards, in 12mo, cloth line, Is, 6d.

Ditto, Larger Size, roy. 8vo, 4 plates, Is. 6d.

Post 8vo, cloth, 278 pp.. 10 - (or crimson calf limp, gilt edges, 15/-

Text Book of Advanced Freemasonry, containing for the
self-Instruction of Candidates, the Complete Rituals of the
Higher Degrees, viz., Royal Ark Mariners, Mark Master,
Royal Arch, Red Cross of Rome and Constantinople, Knights'

Templar and Rose Croix de Heredom ; also Monitorial In-

structions on the 30th to the 33rd and last degree of

Freemasonry, to which are added Historical Introductions

and Explanatory remarks by the Author of the " Text
Book."

Svo, cloth, 300 pp., 3/6
HONE (William), Ancient Mysteries described, especially

the English Miracle Plays founded on the Apocryphal New
Testament Story, extant among the unpublished MSS.in the
British Museum, including notices of Ecclesiastical shows
and Festivals of Fools and Asses, the English Boy Bishop,
Descent into Hell, the Lord Mayor's Show, the Guildhall
Giants, Christmas Carols, etc., with engravings and Index.

Svo, cloih, 3/6
HONE (William) The Apocryphal New Testament, being

all the Gospels, Epistles and other pieces now extant
attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, his

Apostles and their Companions and not included in the
New Testament by its compilers.

Any of the above sent Post Free upon receipt of Remittance
for price named.
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The Set of 15 numbers 2/6 post free.

Or 2d. each (Post free'2id.)

PARISH CHORCH MUSIC.
A Collection of Original, Practical, Modern Compositions

—

Tunes, Canticles, Chants, etc., for use in " Choirs
and Places where they Sing." :

—

No. I.—Six Tunes to the Hymn "NEARER MY GOD
TO THEE," including the Three Prize Tunes.

No. 2.—Six Tunes to the Hymn "LEAD KINDLY
LIGHT," including the Three Prize Tunes.

No. 3.—Four Tunes to the Hymn, "JESUS, LOVER OF
MY SOUL," including the Three Prize Tune?.

No. 4.—Five Tunes to the Hvmn, " LO ! HE COMES
WITH CLOUDS DESCENDING," includm^ the
Three Prize Tunes.

No. 5.—Five Tunes to the Hymn, "I HEARD THE
VOICE OF JESUS SAY," includmg the Tnree
Prize Tunes.

No. 6.—Six Tunes to the Hymn, '^FOR THEE, DEAR,
DEAR COUNTRY," including the Three Prize
Tunes.

No 7.—Four Tunes to the Hymn, " LOVE WHO
FORMEDST ME TO WEAR."

No. 8.—Six Tunes to the Hymn, "THE KING OF
LOVE," including Three Prize Tunes.

No. 9.—Ten Tunes to the Hymn, "ABIDE WITH ME,"
including Three Prize Tunes.

No. 10.—Ferial Confession, " STORY OF THE CROSS,"
Choir Prayers with Antiphon, by G. E. Lake.

No. II.—Five Tunes to the Hymn, " ROCK OF AGES,"
including Three Prize Tunes.

No. 12.—Six Quadruple Chants for the " TE DEUM,"
including the Three Prize Tunes.

No. 13.—Ten Tunes to the Hymn, " SUN OF MY SOUL,"
including Three Prize Tunes.

No. 14.—Ten Tunes to " JERUSALEM THE GOLDEN,"
mcluding Three Prize Tunes.

No. 15.—Eleven Tunes to the Hymn, "HARK, HARK,
MY SOUL," including Three Prize Tunes.

W. REEVES, 83, Charing Cross Road, W.C.
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THE VIOLIN TIMES,
Monthly, 2d.,

(by post 2id.)

Edited by E, POLONASKL

Subscription, 2s. 6d., per Year

Vols. 1 to 8, bound, price 6/- Each.

Abroad, 3s.

Covers for binding
2s. each.

Index 2d. each.

Illtistvated Supplements have appeared Including the following (2^d. each.)

PORTRAITS.
VOL 8.

Prof, and Mrs. Holloway
and Family

Eugene Pclonaski
Hugo Kupferschmidt
Dr. Joachim.
Anton Schumacher
William Christ Basle
M. Coward-Klee
Dettmar Dressel
The Joachim Quartet
Kubelik
C. M. Hawcroft

VOL. 7.

W. A. Mozart
Miss Kate Lee
R. Peckotsch
Gordon Tanner
Eugene Meier
W. V. Fisher
Paganlni
T. B. Parsons
Joseph Guarnerius del

Gesu Violin, 1733

VOL. 6.

Pierre Baillot

C. A. de Beriot

J. R. Bingley
Ole Bull
Arcangelo Corelli

PORTRAITS (continued
Ferrlinand David
Elderhorst Quartette
H. Wilhelm Ernst
Miss Muriel Handley
Miska Hauser
N. Paganini
Louis Spchr
A. Stradivarlus
H. Vieuxtemps
G. Viotti

VOL. 5.

T. G. Briggs
Cologne Gurzenich Quar-

tette

Wm. Henley
Miss Leonora Jackson

J. Koh-Alblas
A. Oppenheim (violinist)

A. Oppenheim (pianist)

Mdlle. Jeanette Orloff
Dr. H. Pudor
C. L. Walger

W. E. Whitehouse
Miss Gladys May Hooley
J. Harold Henry
Adolphe Pollitzer
Mdlle. Edith Smith
John Dunn
Heinrich Maria Hain
Edina Bligh

) PORTRAITS (continued.
I. B. Poznanski
Rene Ortmans
A. Simonetti
W. Ten Have
Mdlle. Wietrowitz
Miss Hildegard Werner
Fred Furnace
Miss Kathleen Thomas
M. Cesare Thomson
F. Whiteley
H. Lvell Tayler
Stanley W. G. Barfoot
G. de Angelis
Marcello Rossi

FACSIMILES AND
PICTURES.

Paganini on his Death-bed
Letter of Ch. de Beriot
Letter of Camillo Sivori
Defeasance of a bond by
Roger Wade Crowder

Viola di Gamba by Carlo
Bergonzi, 1713

Facsimile Labels in Nos.
32, 34. 35. 37, 505. .58

Lira daGamba,byLlnarolo,
reproduction of Painting
by Tintoretto

David Techler's Viola
Stradivari's Scroll
Ijacob Stainer's House
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Price One Shilling (cioth 1J6)

Notes ^^ eoNPUexoRS
AND

>5:» eoN iDUexiNG.
New and Enlarged ZZIZI^^^IZIIII^^^Z^r"""""'"""""

Edition.

BY

T. R. CROGER, F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.,
Fellow of the Philharmonic Society.

Conductor of the Nonconformist Choir Union Orchestra, and

Hon. Sec. Nonconformist Choir Union.

With thru Full-page Illustrations of the various " Beats,'"

and Plan of an Orchestra.

" A mine of good things."

—

Musical Opinion.
" One of tile best guides to conducting."

—

Piano and Music Trades Review.
" Calculated to be eminently useful "

—

The Strad.

''Brightly written and companionable."

—

Musical Times.
" We very cordially advise all young conductors to read this

instructive work."

—

Nonconformist Musical Journal,

"To these (village Conductors) the author's many hints and
picturesque category of 'Do not's ' cannot fail to be of value."—Musical News.

" A little book which is as full of good things as an egg is full

of meat . . . and in this book budding Conductors, and
full-blown ones also, will find food for thought. Buy the book !

"

—Musical Opinion.
*' Mr. T. R. Croger has sat under many batons during the last

thirty years, and he chats about the ways and needs of Conductors
very pleasantly. . . . He is interesting, and to the point."—The Musical Herald.

" Without going into a long description of what conducting
is, and how to do it, we may confidently say that the work before
us is one of the best of guides to the art of conducting an Orches-
tra or Choir.*'—Piano and Music Trades' Journal.

" Great Conductors are born, not made ; still, there are thou-
sands who have to wield the baton in Church, Chapel, and other
Choirs, and would be the better for a little schooling. Mr. Croger
gives here some good practical hints."

—

Monthly Musical Record.
" Some truthful illustrations of choir competitions and public

performances are very humorous. . . . We advise all to read
and study this little book, and we feel sure much good will be
the result to those who require guidance in this direction,"—The Minim*
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THE Weekly, with Supplement, 2d.

"Musical Standard,
A NEWSPAPER FOR MUSICIANS, . - - -

PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR.

Gives Supplements of Illustrations of British and Foreign
Organs, Portraits of Eminent Musicians, Organ Music,
Violin Music, Anthems, Part Songs, Songs, Piano Pieces,

Subscription, one year, los. lod., six months, 5s. 5d.

Abroad, one year, 13s., six months, 6s. 6d.

Illustrated Series, Vols. 1, 2, 3, i, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9 & 10 bound in brown eloth,

5s. each.

Handsome Covers for Binding, Is. 6d. each, (by post Is. 9d).

Publishing and Advertising Offices :

83, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.

Paper, 2s. net: or Cloth, 3s.6d.net.

MUSICAL DIRECTORY
FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

THE TRADES, PROFESSORS AND OTHERS CONNECTED
WITH MUSIC, CHORAL SOCIETIES, STAFF OF

CATHEDRALS, COLLEGES AND ABBEY CHURCHES, ETC.

W REEVES, 83. CHARING CROSS RO., LONDON, W.C.

Third Edition, 8vo. boards, cloth back, 6/- net (by post 6/4.)

The International

DIRECTORY OF PATENT AGENTS-
New and Enlarged Edition (the third),

Contains over 4000 Patent Agents, practising in all parts of the

world. Arranged Alphabetically, and, also Geographically.

London : W. Reeves, 83, Charing Cross Road, W.C.
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